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In Brief

This volume of the LLE Review covers the period January–March 1998. The first of eight articles
documents the in-house development, scale-up, and manufacture of 60 continuous distributed phase
plates with high laser-damage resistance. D. J. Smith et al. describe how inert ion beams were used to etch
a continuously varying pattern into the surface of fused silica to form these devices.

Other highlights of research presented in this issue are

• A soft x-ray microscope (E < 3 keV) with high spatial resolution (~3 µm) has been characterized and
used for initial experiments on the OMEGA laser system. F. J. Marshall et al. give details of the testing,
calibration, and initial use of this microscope for studying the hydrodynamic stability of directly driven
planar foils.

• D. K. Bradley et al. report on a series of experiments designed to investigate hydrodynamic instability
growth in direct-drive capsule implosions. Measurements of the effects of imprint and unstable growth
at the ablation surface have been carried out using the burnthrough technique, and target behavior
during the deceleration phase has been investigated using Ti-doped shells surrounding an Ar-doped
D2 fill gas.

• C. J. McKinstrie et al. report on the use of systematic perturbation methods to derive formulas for the
Landau damping rates of electron-plasma and ion-acoustic waves. Their formulas are more accurate
than the standard formulas found in textbooks.

• High efficiency and good beam quality are potential advantages of the end-pumped solid-state lasers
over the side-pumped ones. A. Babushkin et al. describe their successful use of a transport fiber to end-
pump a Nd:YLF  laser, overcoming issues related to the astigmatic nature of the high-power, quasi-cw
diode laser pumping source.

• Using a single-beam Z-scan technique, L. Zheng and D. D. Meyerhofer report values for the self-phase
modulation coefficients in a KDP crystal at wavelengths of 1.053µm, 0.527 µm, and 0.351 µm. The
cross-phase modulation coefficients between 1.053 and 0.527 µm, measured by a two-color Z-scan,
are also given.

• J. Lambropoulos et al. propose a model that relates brittle material mechanical properties and grinding
abrasive properties to the value of surface roughness that results from the cold working process.
Surface roughness as measured by white-light interferometry can be used to establish an upper bound
to the level of subsurface damage induced by grinding.



iv

• The optical and physical properties of polymer liquid crystal flakes, alone and embedded
in carriers, are explored by E. Korenic et al. These materials have applications as color
coatings, polarizing paints, and inks.

Stephen D. Jacobs
Editor
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Laser-driven implosion experiments on the OMEGA laser
depend on optical phase conversion to provide uniform irradia-
tion onto a target. Phase errors that accumulate as a wavefront
propagates through the laser produce a nonuniform irradiance
when focused into the target far field. The distributed phase
plate (DPP) introduces a quasi-random phase front that pro-
duces a high-spatial-frequency, uniform pattern with a con-
trolled energy envelope.1 DPP’s are used in conjunction with
smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) and distributed polar-
ization rotation to provide very smooth intensity distribution
on the target when integrated over the full pulse duration of
the laser.2

The continuous DPP is an improvement over earlier binary
designs.3 The binary phase plates used on the 24-beam
OMEGA produced a uniform irradiation with limited control
over the intensity envelope and a maximum of 78% efficiency
with much of the lost energy coupled into higher diffractive
orders. In OMEGA’s target chamber geometry this diffracted
light would cause catastrophic damage in the opposing beam
optics, especially the frequency-conversion cell. The more
recent continuous phase design offers better control of the
speckle distribution and the envelope function while increas-
ing the total energy impinging on the target to 96%. In addition
to a continuous profile, the newer DPP design requires a deeper
surface relief of approximately 5 µm. The binary DPP required
only a surface relief of 0.3 µm between diffractive cells.

The principle of the continuous DPP’s has been demon-
strated and tested using a replication process.3,4 The required
pattern is generated as an amplitude modulation in photo-
graphic film and used to expose a photoresist-coated substrate.
When developed, the relief pattern in the resist is coated with
a release layer and then molded in epoxy supported by another
silica substrate. After curing, the epoxy is separated from the
master, the remnants of the release layer are removed, and the
final epoxy negative relief is coated with a water-based sol-gel
antireflection coating. Unfortunately, after exposure to many
high-energy laser pulses, the epoxy material developed a high
absorption peak near 351 nm and after 100 laser shots began to

The Development of Ion-Etched Phase Plates

show a high level of damage. The ion-etched DPP was devel-
oped as a remedy to the failed, replicated epoxy phase plates.
Much of the technology developed for the epoxy phase plates
was successfully transferred to the newer etching method. This
article emphasizes the technology developed exclusively for
the ion-etched phase plate and will not delve into the details of
phase-plate design, methods for making a master, testing
methods, or target performance results with DPP.

Key Technical Issues for Ion Etching
The problems posed in etching DPP’s are unique. While

ion-etching methods are commonly used in the semiconductor
industry, they are typically used for binary patterns with etch
depths rarely exceeding 1 µm. Diffractive optics, which do
have continuous profiles, are made typically on substrates
much smaller than the required 30-cm aperture of the OMEGA
laser, and once again usually have smaller etch depths. Expe-
rience with large optics, familiarity with broad-beam ion
sources, and a short development period led to an intensive
internal development program.

The ion-etch scheme used by LLE is shown schematically
in Fig. 74.1. A positive image of the photoresist master will
result after etching, unlike the negative image produced with
replication. This does not affect the performance of the DPP;
positive and negative profiles have the same far-field perfor-
mance. The positive image does have an effect on the type and
number of near-field defects (discussed in detail later).

An inert ion process was used for etching the DPP’s. Inert
ion etching (or ion milling) depends on molecular impacts
(sputtering) for materials and is a purely physical process.
Reactive processes were developed for high material-removal
rates in a high-production environment, production of steep
edges for semiconductor interconnects, and material selectiv-
ity to preserve masks. The intensity exposure mask for continu-
ous DPP design in Fig. 74.2 has low gradient (no steep edges),
and material selectivity is not as important as faithful reproduc-
tion of the photoresist surface. This last requirement demands
that the etch depth be linear with time for both materials, which
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is more likely in a purely physical process. Complete erosion
of the mask is necessary since any remnant photoresist could
be the potential site for laser damage in the 351-nm radiation.
Since LLE has had little previous experience with reactive
processes, inert ion etching was the method of choice.

A number of key technical issues had to be resolved before
DPP’s could be produced:

1. Uniformity
The uniformity of etch across the 280-nm beam aperture

had to vary less than 6% after 5 µm of material was removed.
This was accomplished by first using two 8-cm ion sources
with the substrate in single rotation and, later in the project, a
single 16-cm ion source, also with single rotation. After estab-
lishing the correct operating parameters for the guns, all were
profiled at different beam voltages and total ion currents using
a biased ion probe. The profiles were used to calibrate a model

Figure 74.1
A surface-relief phase plate can be directly etched from a photoresist pattern
into a silica substrate. The photoresist is completely removed after etching is
complete. The etching molecule in this work is an inert gas, argon, so
removing the photoresist and silica is purely a physical process.

Figure 74.2
The continuous DPP for the third-order super-Gaussian profile used on
OMEGA was designed using simulated annealing. The amplitude variation
of the mask is transferred into phase variation by exposing the photoresist to
the mask. The central portion of the mask was modified after design to provide
a high point in the resist for in-process optical monitoring.
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of etch uniformity that was developed to determine the best
source location and pointing for high uniformity and reason-
able etch rate. It is well known that the sputtering yield varies
considerably with the ion incidence angle in inert ion etching.5

The relationship between etch rate and incidence angle had to
be determined for the two etch materials: silica and photoresist.

2. Surface Texturing
Surfaces are often textured after a high level of ion bom-

bardment.6,7 Silica surfaces have been observed to become
rougher or smoother depending on the type of ion, ion energy,
incidence angle, and ion density.8,9 Texturing occurs predomi-
nantly in crystalline materials and is most often caused by the
varying sputter rate of different crystal planes. Resputtering
and defects in the surface preparation of a substrate have also
caused texturing.10 During development of etched DPP’s,
severe roughing of the surface was often observed but it was
primarily caused by the overlying photoresist. Although sur-
face texturing by ions was often suspected, the true cause
appears to be excessive heating of the resist in almost all cases.

3. Linearity
An accurate representation of the photoresist master in

silica can only be realized if the process remains linear through-
out the etch. Proper processing of the resist and careful control
of the substrate thermal cycle produced adequate linearity.
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4. Near-Field Defects
Near-field defects are caused by small and steep surface

variations in the photoresist layer, which cause diffraction and
high intensities downstream of the DPP. These defects have a
strong potential to damage the final focus lens and blastshields
on the target chamber. Near-field defects were first observed in
the fabrication of the first set of continuous epoxy DPP’s for
OMEGA. Methods for detecting and removing the defects
were established for the epoxy DPP’s and then modified for the
ion-etched devices.

5. Production Tooling
Resputtering of tooling materials will cause higher absorp-

tion and scatter on the ion-etched surface. In addition the
tooling must allow a clear view of the rear surface to radiate
heat to the cooled cryopanels. The tooling design offered a
unique solution to these requirements.

6. Laser-Damage Threshold
When measured at 351 nm, some ion-etched samples have

shown a decrease in damage threshold. This could be caused by
resputtering of ion sources, tooling, or chamber materials onto
the optics. The damage threshold of the DPP’s had to meet a
2.6 J/cm2 @ 1-ns peak fluence requirement for the 351-nm
OMEGA beam. The damage threshold of the DPP surfaces
increased after etching, probably due to careful control of
redeposition of tooling and removal of subsurface damage in
the silica.

Each of the technical issues listed above is discussed in
detail below.

Uniformity of Ion Etching with a Kaufman Source
The Kaufman11 ion source, originally developed as a pro-

pulsion source for NASA, has since seen wide use in materials
processing.12 The source, shown schematically in Fig. 74.3,
consists of a discharge chamber with a multipole magnetic
field and a hot filament, two dished molybdenum extraction
grids, and a neutralizer filament. Two 8-cm ion sources were
used for prototype demonstration, and a 16-cm ion source was
used for the production phase of this work.

Ion-source parameters are set depending upon the applica-
tion, type of working gas, and performance of the source in a
given pumping system. Argon was used as a working gas
because the sputter yields for SiO2 and photoresist are similar
for this gas. The maximum gas flow rate, maximum beam
current, and accelerator voltage range for the sources were
determined using standard methods.13 The beam voltage (ion

energy) was kept below 500 V to avoid ion implantation,
surface damage to the photoresist, and overheating.

The etch profiles of each source were tested using a unique
profiling method: A large sheet of inexpensive float glass was
coated with an optical multilayer that had a highly visible,
13-layer oxide coating (see Fig. 74.4). The coated plate was
placed normal to the ion beam at a distance of 60 cm. The
source was run long enough to etch to the last layers of the
coating; the coating was then removed and inspected. The
erosion pattern could then be discerned as contours in the
multilayer surface (see Fig. 74.5). This method gave a very
quick appraisal of the gun operation and indicated whether the
profile would be suitable for highly uniform etching. For

Figure 74.3
A typical broad-beam Kaufman ion source with power supplies is represented
schematically. This type of source provides excellent control of ion energy
and density. The source’s condition during etching can be monitored by
logging the voltage and current of each supply.
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example, the etched profile of the 8-cm source operating at a
beam current of 100 mA is shown in Fig. 74.5(a). Even though
the source was within the normal electrical limits (low ion
impingement of the grids), the profile has significant structure.
The same source produced a low-structure symmetrical profile
when operated at 50 mA [Fig. 74.5(b)] and was subsequently
used with beam currents (Ib) no larger than 75 mA. The
condition of the source anode also had a significant effect
on the beam profile. The anode can be run in excess of 60 h
before a discharge becomes difficult to maintain, as seen in

Figure 74.4
Ion-beam profiles can be monitored with a small probe or by etching into a
visible interference filter deposited on inexpensive float glass as shown. The
beam contours are formed by the eroded layer of the coating. After etching,
the layers in an appropriately designed multilayer provide visible isothickness
contours, indicating the beam profile of the ion source.

Fig. 74.5(c); however, the beam profile again shows structure
with the older anode. If the anode is abrasively cleaned, the
structure in the beam profile disappears. The 16-cm source was
later characterized in the same manner. Figure 74.5(d) shows
the symmetrical beam profile of the source when operated with
Ib = 300 mA and a beam voltage of 150 V.

The gun profiles were quantitatively measured with an open
stainless steel probe after the initial gun characterization to
determine the operational limits of the sources. For these
measurements the ion probe was negatively biased with 18 V
to repel the low-energy electrons in the beam. Both the 8-cm
and the 16-cm sources were characterized at heights from the
source grids ranging from 20 cm to 85 cm. The 8-cm source
profiles were observed under varying conditions to determine
which parameters affected the beam profile. Certain param-
eters, such as low neutralization current and high chamber
pressure, had little effect on the profile. The most significant
effect was a buildup of an insulating film on the anode, as
noted above with the multilayer etch profiles. Significant
differences seen in profiles between the two 8-cm sources were
attributed to differences in the magnetic field surrounding the
discharge chamber.

The 16-cm source beam profile is exceptionally immune to
changes in the operating parameters. Profiles taken under a
range of operating conditions and normalized at the on-axis
center (r = 0) are compared in Fig. 74.6 for a fixed height
above the source. In practice, the similarity in profiles allows
use of the source over a wide range of ion energies and den-
sities without making large changes in the geometry estab-
lished to produce uniform etching. A single model, independent
of source parameters, was used in the uniformity code dis-
cussed below.

Etching Model
Processes that use energetic ions for large substrates require

that the time-averaged erosion effects from the ion flux be
uniform across the surface. A numerical model has been
developed to determine this flux and its effects on surface
etching of a silica/photoresist combination. The geometries of
the source and substrate are very similar to typical deposition
geometries with single or planetary substrate rotation. The
model was used to tune an inert ion-etching process that used
single or multiple Kaufman sources14 to less than ±3% unifor-
mity over a 30-cm aperture after etching 5 µm of material. The
same model can be used to predict uniformity for ion-assisted
deposition (IAD).
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Figure 74.5
The beam profiles formed in the etched multilayers provide rapid feedback to determine correct operating limits and procedure with the ion sources. (a) Profile
of a nonuniform etch obtained with the 8-cm source at an excessive beam current (Ib = 100 mA). The structure is a partial image of the spiral filament for the
discharge chamber. (b) A profile from the same source as in (a) at lower beam current (Ib = 50 mA). (c) The 8-cm source operated at low current but with a
contaminated anode, which had been used previously for 30 h without cleaning. The thin dielectric film that forms on the anode has an obvious effect on the
discharge and beam uniformity. (d) The 16-cm source etched uniformly even when used at beam currents as high as 300 mA.

Figure 74.6
The 16-cm source had a stable profile over a wide operating range. The first
number in the key is the beam voltage, and the second number is the beam
current (in mA). All curves are normalized at r = 0.
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In Fig. 74.7 an ion source is placed in some arbitrary
location and orientation with a substrate rotating in a horizon-
tal plane above the source. The total ion beam flux seen by a
point P on a substrate at some radius r from the center can be
approximated by

E r I r R r( ) = ( ) ( )
=
∑

φ

φ
φ φ φ

0

max

, , ,∆ (1)

where I(φ, r) is the ion flux intensity determined at point φ, r
and R(φ, r) is the sputter yield at the same point. R is actually
a function of a single variable, the incidence angle of the ion,15

but both φ and r are required to determine this angle. In reality,
point P will see a range of incidence angles due to the broad
nature of the source. Here, a point source is assumed using the
top center of the ion-source grid as the origin of ions, and a
single incidence angle is used for the approximation. The
example in the diagram shows a simple single rotation of the

substrate. For this case, φmax = 2π represents one full rotation
of the substrate and is adequate to model the uniformity. A
more complex double rotation (planetary) can also be mod-
eled. In that case the point P traces out an epicycloid instead of
a circle.

The model described by Eq. (1) can be broken down into
three major parts:

1. summation and location routine: simulates the position of a
point on a substrate, finds all position and angular param-
eters, and integrates the calculated flux through some amount
of substrate rotation;

2. expression for I(φ, r): a model for the expected ion flux that
is determined from measured values of the ion source; and

3. expression for R(φ, r): a relationship between the incident
ion angle and energy and the sputtering yield (or etch rate) of
the substrate. This also must be determined experimentally.

The model for I(φ, r) assumes a rotational symmetry of ion
density about the axis normal to the ion-source grids.16 This is
a reasonable assumption if the discharge chamber in a hot-
cathode source is maintained and cleaned regularly as dis-
cussed previously. At a given height hs above the source, the
data can then be fitted to a 1-D super-Gaussian equation

I a be

r c

d

e

= +
− −



 , (2)

where I = ion flux/area for a given r, a = dc offset (usually set
to zero), b = amplitude factor at r = 0, c = offset for r (set to
zero for well-centered beams), d = width factor, and e =
shape factor.

The factors b, d, and e all vary with the height above the
source. In practice, the beam profile is measured at various
heights, and each profile is fitted to Eq. (2). The values found
for b, d, and e at various heights are then fitted to curves using
a commercial curve-fitting program. The resulting equations
and associated coefficients can then be written into a concise
code for modeling. Some results of the measured values and
the model are given in Figs. 74.8(a) and 74.8(b). The model
provides a smoother profile than the actual measured data. This
is reasonably accurate since smoothing would also occur in the
actual source data if the profile was an average of measure-
ments at some fixed radial distance around the source.

Figure 74.7
Geometry for ion etching with substrate rotation in the horizontal plane. To
adjust the uniformity the source pointing was fixed, and then the source was
moved on a rail along the x axis.
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The expression for R(φ, r), the etch rate as a function of ion
incidence angle, was also determined experimentally. Small
silica plates with binary photoresist patterns were mounted on
miniature rotation drives with the axes set at 20°, 30°, 40°, 50°,
60°, and 0° to the beam axis (see Fig. 74.9). The center of each
substrate was placed on a circle, and the entire assembly was
rotated in the horizontal plane during the etch; thus, with the
ion source on axis, the ion-etch rate for silica and photoresist

could be determined simultaneously for six incidence angles
by measuring step heights and photoresist thickness. Data
were obtained for different operating source parameters and

Figure 74.8
(a) Measured profile of the 16-cm ion source operating at 300-V beam voltage
and 250-mA beam current at different heights above the grids. (b) Model of
measured profile in (a). This model was used in the uniformity program to
determine placement of the ion sources.

Figure 74.9
(a) The apparatus to measure the etch rate for silica and photoresist simulta-
neously for several ion incidence angles. Each substrate has a binary pattern
of photoresist and is attached to the shaft of a motor. (b) The ion source was
placed directly below the apparatus while the entire substrate apparatus above
was rotated to obtain a uniform average ion flux density on all test pieces.
Substrate heating affected the consistency of results in this experiment.
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photoresist preparation processes. The data were often ob-
scured by measurement errors and problems with surface
roughening. The original intent was to generate curves for
different photoresist annealing conditions (see Fig. 74.10) and
to pick the curve that most closely matched the silica curve. In
practice, the measurement was flawed by the inability to cool
the samples during etching, which increased the apparent etch
rate on photoresist. Thus, from these results, the etch rate of
photoresist appeared higher than that of silica, but later, on
cooled substrates, the etch rate of resist proved to be lower than
that of silica.

Since the two materials did etch at different rates but
appeared to follow the same curve, the curve for the photo-
resist annealed at 110°C was selected for the model. The
normalized data from this measurement experiment were fitted
to a polynomial of the form y l m n o= + + +θ θ θ2 2 5 3. . The
data and the fitted curve are shown in Fig. 74.11. The accuracy
of this data (due to thermal effects) is the largest source of error
for the model.

The results for the full uniformity model using the 16-cm
source demonstrated that the source should be able to etch a
30-cm aperture uniformly without requiring a supplemental
8-cm source for fine adjustments. Typical results from the full
model are shown in Fig. 74.12. The array of curves demon-
strates what effect moving the source on a path parallel to the

Figure 74.10
The measured etch rate versus ion incidence angle for photoresist anneal after
development at different temperatures. Substrate heating affected the consis-
tency of results for photoresist in this experiment. The silica measurements,
which are more consistent, are included for comparison. All etch rates have
been normalized at 0° for comparison.

Figure 74.11
The photoresist data for resist baked at 110°C were fitted to the equation

  r m n o= + + +l θ θ θ2 2 5 3.  for the uniformity model. Some data were as-
sumed based on other results investigating angular dependence of sputter-
ing.15 A zero rate was assumed for 90° and values were estimated for 10° and
20°, which satisfies the condition for an increasing positive first derivative.

Figure 74.12
The uniformity model is used to evaluate gun positions for one or several ion
sources. The graph shows the thickness of material removed, normalized to
the first value at −15 cm, as a function of the radius along a DPP-sized
substrate. The axis of the source struck the substrate plane at a 30° angle, and
the ion-source grid center was placed 34 cm below the substrate. The source
was pointed −11.5 cm from the x axis, and the curves represent the change in
uniformity as the source is moved along the x axis (x-pointing value in
centimeters is shown with the curve). This model was reflected in the
hardware arrangement with the source on a rail that could easily duplicate the
movement along the x axis. The model revealed that a uniform solution could
be achieved with the single 16-cm ion source and indicated the sensitivity of
positioning. The final position of the source was finally adjusted empirically
for best uniformity.
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x axis and away from the substrate has on uniformity. The ion-
source axis is at 30° with respect to the substrate’s normal axis,
and the source is pointed away from the center. The model also
tracks total integrated current for the starting point, which is
used to determine the efficiency of a given geometry. Fig-
ure 74.12 shows that a uniformity of better than 7% could be
achieved with careful pointing of the source. In practice, etch
uniformity of less than 2.5% was measured and, during pro-
duction of 60 optics, was kept below 6% across the 30-cm
clear aperture.

The model was also used early in development to optimize
the uniformity of two 8-cm sources etching simultaneously.
The model did not always fit the exact results from the
chamber; however, it did offer guidance in selecting which
direction to move a source while final tuning was completed
empirically. The best uniformity results were obtained with the
source pointing outside the clear aperture. In this case, most of
the ions did not strike the substrate, and the process made
inefficient use of the generated ions. A double-source arrange-
ment with a 16-cm and an 8-cm source could have greatly
decreased the total etch time but only at the expense of
decreased reliability and possible overheating of the photore-
sist. The 14-h etch time required for the approximately 5-µm
etch into fused silica meshed well with the production rate for
exposed photoresist-coated plates.

Uniformity Testing
The most reliable test of etch uniformity is to etch directly

in silica or photoresist and measure the change in surface
profile using interferometry. This method requires a surface
that is flat enough to accurately test both before and after the
etch. A uniform photoresist coating was applied to a flat-
polished substrate, then was partially etched and measured.
The substrate could then be stripped of the photoresist and
reused without repolishing. The surface measurement prior to
etching was stored and subtracted from the post-etch measure-
ment to provide the true etch profile. One sample, if coated with
7 µm of photoresist, could be used several times for uniformity
tests during development and as a quality check during produc-
tion. A sample result of interferometry after etching a photore-
sist surface is seen in Fig. 74.13. The flat is measured in
transmission by placing it in a Fizeau cavity and observing the
change in wavefront. The height variation in the resist surface
layer is then found from

d
n

=
−( )

•
OPD

1 2

λ
, (3)

where OPD is the optical path difference in waves and n is the
refractive index of the photoresist at the test wavelength λ. The
factor of 2 compensates for the round-trip path the wavefront
travels when transmitting through the optic in the cavity.
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Figure 74.13
The surface figure of an etched photoresist coating measured in a phase-
shifting interferometer. The surface figure prior to etching is subtracted from
this measurement. The peak-to-valley and rms height values are 0.107 and
0.011 waves, respectively, measured at 633 nm. The overall power is
removed from the data. Data from these measurements are combined with the
total etch depth measured in the center to determine the etch uniformity in the
following figures.

The plate is also tested at the center of the etched surface
with a spectrometer to determine the total thickness of the
photoresist coating before and after the etch. The total etch
depth is found for the center and is combined with the interfero-
metric data to generate a profile of the material removed by
etching. This profile is divided by the average thickness of the
etched material to provide a normalized etch uniformity for
run-to-run comparison. Several profiles from the development
and production phases are seen in Fig. 74.14. Figure 74.14(a)
shows the convergence toward a good uniformity during the
development phase. At the end of tuning the uniformity had a
variation of less than 4%. Figure 74.14(b) shows the short-term
stability (run-to-run) of uniformity attained during the final
calibration sequence prior to etching the phase plates. The
plots in Fig. 74.14(c) demonstrate the long-term stability of the
etch uniformity over the 6-month production sequence of the
phase plates. Stability was maintained by accurate positioning
and pointing of the ion source and careful monitoring of the
discharge electrical characteristics during source operation.
Plots from the model in Fig. 74.12 suggest that maintaining
pointing and position of the source to within a few millimeters
should be adequate to limit variation in the uniformity to ±1%.
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Texturing Problems
Increasing surface roughness and scatter potentially limit

the usefulness of ion-etch methods in optical applications.
Surface texturing is well documented in ion-beam applications
and has been attributed to several erosion-induced morpho-
logical changes including

a. development of cones and pyramids due to the angular
dependence of the sputter yield;

b. faceting of different crystal planes in a polycrystalline
material; and

c. redeposition of contaminating materials onto the mask and
substrate. This causes local regions of different sputter yield
that evolve into a structure surface.

The incidence angle tests were designed in part to test the
effects of texturing from cause (a) listed above for silica and
photoresist. Faceting (b) should not occur in either material
since both are amorphous. Redeposition of metals, especially
from tooling, was a concern and is addressed later. Other
texturing effects in silica have been studied9 but are generally
found to occur at high incidence angles and at ion energies an
order of magnitude higher than those used in this study.

The first experiments to probe the angle dependence on
sputter yield tended to develop scatter on samples held normal
to the ion beam and less so on the samples oriented at 60°, 50°,
40°, and 30° with respect to the incoming ion beam. The broad
range of morphologies of the scatter in photoresist are seen in
Fig. 74.15. The scanning electron micrographs (SEM) showed
blistering in one view [Fig. 74.15(a)], while the other view
[Fig. 74.15(b)] gave the impression of melting and flowing
resist. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)17 revealed high spatial
frequencies in some areas of the photoresist scatter in
Fig. 74.16(a). Areas where the photoresist had been fully
eroded showed a different morphology [Fig. 74.16(b)]. The
high spatial frequency component was absent here, and the
surface was dominated by smooth, shallow depressions. The
change of morphology of the silica surface is probably due to
some planarization associated with the angular dependence of
ions. This morphology occurred only in silica that was under-
neath the textured photoresist. Areas covered by only a very
thin layer of resist showed no scatter related to etching. This
evidence led to the conclusion that the photoresist was heating
up, nearing its softening point, and beginning to flow during
the etch.

Figure 74.14
Plots of the normalized etch uniformity over the optic clear aperture during
different phases of the project. (a) Good uniformity was achieved fairly
quickly during the development stage as the ion source was adjusted to its
final geometry. (b) The uniformity of sequential etch runs prior to production
(calibration sequence) demonstrated the high repeatability of the process. The
one run that deviated from ±2% was etched with a slightly different geometry.
(c) The etch uniformity was very stable over the 8-month production period.
The uniformity was periodically checked by etching flat, unexposed plates of
photoresist. Gun position was checked frequently during production to
maintain this uniformity. The numbers labeling the curves correspond to the
sequential etch run for a given year.
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Figure 74.15
Scanning electron micrographs showing the different morphologies of high-scatter photoresist areas after etching. (a) and (b) are samples from ion-
etch experiments to determine angular dependence of sputter (Fig. 74.9). The surface in (b) shows distinct signs of flow as the photoresist temperature rose
during etching.

Figure 74.16
AFM scans of the surface of a 30-cm, partially etched substrate. High-scatter areas where photoresist remained (a) were measured as well as areas where
photoresist was completely eroded away and only silica remained (b). The roughness in the resist area (a) seeded the topology of the SiO2 surface (b). The
morphology in the silica was then modified further by classical sputtering effects of angular dependence of sputtering, ion reflection, and redeposition.
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The primary radiative thermal load during ion etching is the
hot ion source and associated filaments. A secondary thermal
load comes from the ion impingement, which provides an
average energy of 0.1 W/cm2 directly onto the surface of the
resist; however, much of that energy is transferred by momen-
tum to the etched molecule. In the angular dependence experi-
ment the heat load would be largest for the substrate that had
the largest amount of surface area exposed to the heat source,
e.g., the normal incidence sample that typically had the highest

scatter. To test this hypothesis a thermal sensor was placed
directly above a rotating DPP master (a substrate with a full-
thickness photoresist coating) to sense the temperature of the
back of the substrate during etching. The temperature was
monitored while the ion source was operated intermittently
to allow the substrate to cool after a period of etching
[Fig. 74.17(a)]. When the substrate was prevented from going
above 50°C, the photoresist did not develop a textured surface.
The surface of the photoresist layer must be significantly hotter

Figure 74.17
(a) The ion sources were operated intermittently in this test to allow the substrate to cool between etch cycles. The temperature of a probe close to the substrate
is plotted versus time for several intermittent etch runs. Surface scatter in the resist became prominent when the measured probe temperature exceeded 50°C.
A thermal load of 15 W (from the ion source) was calculated from the rate of temperature rise of the substrate. (b) The radiative heat transfer power of the
cryobaffle on the back of the substrate has the capacity to cool the substrate if the baffle is cooled at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The calculation assumes the
DPP is at 323°K and the emissivity of both the cryobaffle and the substrate are unity. (c) The DPP substrate is seen in the compression chuck. The cryobaffle
is above the substrate with a temperature probe near the optical monitor port. The optic is held so it is the closest object to the ion source to prevent resputtering
and redeposition from any metal hardware onto the optic surface.
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than this measured temperature since softening temperatures
for most resists exceed 120°C. This could not be confirmed
because the front surface temperature of the rotating substrate
could not be measured easily without disturbing other concur-
rent experiments. This test confirmed the suspicion that the
texturing effect was due entirely to overheating of the resist
during etching.

The immediate solution to the heating problem was to
cryogenically cool the substrate from the back (top) surface. A
15-W heat load on the substrate was determined from the rate
of temperature rise in the intermittent etch tests. The heat load
could be reduced only by moving the ion source away from the
substrate, which would result in excessively long etch runs.
The thermal radiative power for two flat surfaces was found
from the relationship

Q T
T S

A( ) = −

+






−












σ

ε ε

* * ,
4 4

1 2

1 1
1

(4)

where σ = 5.6697 × 10−8 W°K/m2, T is the temperature of the
cryobaffle, S is the maximum allowable temperature of the
substrate (323°K), A is the substrate area, and ε1 and ε2 are the
emissivity of the substrate and the cryobaffle. Both emissivity
values were assumed to be unity since the peak wavelength of
radiation will be in the 5- to 10-µm range. The cooling power
of the cryobaffle as a function of the baffle temperature is given
in Fig. 74.17(b). A cryobaffle was designed and fabricated18

that had temperature regulation provided by a proportioning
valve for liquid nitrogen and internal heaters [see Fig 74.17(c)].
The cryobaffle could be rapidly heated after the etch comple-
tion to prevent condensation on the substrate and excessive
cooling of photoresist in partially etched plates. Temperatures
of probes near the front surface and between the back surface
and the cryobaffle were recorded for all etch runs.

The design of the substrate mount was driven by the need to
thermally cool the optic from above, to hold the optic through
a wide temperature range in case of ion-source failure, and to
prevent redeposition onto the back of the substrate from
scattered ions. In addition, resputtering of hardware onto the
front surface of the substrate was to be avoided since it would
both increase localized scatter and lower the damage threshold
of the optic. The mount functioned as a compression chuck
and used a polyetherimide19 material to hold the optic [see
Fig. 74.18(a)]. The optic surface was located well below all

other hardware, which prevented resputtering of hardware
material onto the surface. A conductive metal apron dropped
down around the mount from the cryobaffle above to improve
cooling of the mount.

The compression mount was tightened enough to prevent
the optic from releasing during a worst-case condition where,
if the cryobaffle failed, the optic and mount would heat to
80°C. The stresses of the mount on the optic were modeled
using finite element analysis [Fig 74.18(b)] to ensure that the
optic would not fracture when placed in the cold extreme of
−80°C. The compressive stresses did not exceed 400 kg/cm2,
and the tensile stresses were less than 80 kg/cm2 [SiO2 strength
is 11,000 kg/cm2 (compressive) and 500 kg/cm2 (tensile)].20

The mount with an optic can be seen in Fig.74.18(c).

The surface scatter was visibly reduced in all etch runs that
were cryocooled. The only exception occurred on some DPP’s
that were rotated too slowly during the etch cycle and others
that did not cool well enough directly under the optical monitor
port in the cryobaffle. (This caused local hot spots in the optic
and very light scatter.) The total scatter from any plate never
exceeded a loss of more than 1% at 351 nm. AFM scans of a
typical and a worst-case surface are illustrated in Fig. 74.19.
The typical low-scatter silica surface after removal of 5 µm of
material had an rms roughness of 3.7 nm with peaks of 24 nm,
and the worst-case area had an rms roughness of 4.14 nm with
peaks of 60.8 nm. The isolated peaks in the worst case are
assumed to be seeded by blisters in the photoresist.

Linearity
In a continuous profile optic, a linear removal rate between

the photoresist and the silica is essential. If the process were not
linear, it would be necessary to modify the original mask to
compensate for the nonlinearity, and to tightly control the
nonlinear process from run to run. Linearity was tested by
using a calibration mask designed by LLE’s Optical Imaging
and Sciences Group [Fig. 74.20(a)]. This mask produces a
linear ramp in resist, a stepped ramp, and several steps in
different locations in the aperture. It also has a flat region
across the center that can be used to measure etch uniformity.
The ramp region, which was the most useful, was measured on
an interferometer21 before and after etching. A typical result
from the measurement is seen in Fig. 74.20(b).

The ion-etch pattern faithfully reproduced the ramp in the
photoresist master. The normalized measured ramps of the
photoresist ramp and the etched silica ramp from this master
are compared in Fig 74.20(c). The departure from the photore-
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sist curve for the thicker resist is due to some residual spatial
nonuniformity that existed in the process at the time of the test.
The ratio of the slopes of the silica ramp to the photoresist ramp
was approximately 1.3 during a calibration sequence just
before production. This value represents the etch ratio of the
two materials and depends on the photoresist type, resist bake
parameters, ion incidence angle, and ion energy. The higher
etch rate in the silica allowed for the use of lower thickness
photoresist coatings and reduced exposure times to the mask
for a given desired spot size of the DPP. The final resist
thickness for this design was 3.5 µm, which produced a 5-µm
peak-to-valley pattern in the silica. The ramp of the silica is

plotted against the straight line target in Fig 74.20(d). The
linearity seen in this graph is a result of careful compensation
for nonlinearities in all stages of mask manufacture, including
film response and photoresist response.

Near-Field Defects
Near-field defects are small-scale regions of high slope in

the surface of the distributed phase plate. They are caused by
either defects in the photoresist spinning process or imperfec-
tions in the mask used to expose the photoresist. Near-field
defects produce regions of high intensity fairly close to the
DPP surface, which could damage other optics in the vicinity.

Figure 74.18
(a) The vacuum chuck holds the optic in compression with a Ultem® polyetherimide collar. The substrate mount acts as a barrier for ions traveling to the
back surface; it also allows rear radiative cooling and optical monitoring through the optic. (b) Finite element analysis of the substrate in a fully tightened and
cooled (−80°C) chuck determined that stresses in the optic would be well below the tensile strength of fused silica. The chuck is tightened enough to prevent
the optics from falling out at the high-temperature extreme (+80°C). (c) A close-up view of the chuck on a mounting jig shows the optic, the Ultem® ring, and
the tensioning screws. The mount is painted black to increase the infrared emissivity of the aluminum.
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Figure 74.19
(a) The improved surfaces of a DPP cooled during etching can be seen in this AFM scan of a low-scatter area. The rms roughness = 3.4 nm; the P–V roughness
= 24.5 nm. (b) AFM scan of worst-case scatter on a production DPP. Scatter was associated with a region that would not have been effectively cooled by the
cryobaffle, such as the optical monitor port. The rms roughness = 4.1 nm; the P–V roughness = 60.8 nm. Isolated defects cause most of the scatter losses from
this surface. Note the different scale lengths in the two AFM images.

In OMEGA, near-field defects could damage the aspheric
focusing lens, which is approximately 150 mm in front of the
DPP. This lens is both expensive and difficult to replace.

During the production of the first set of replicated DPP’s
made in epoxy, the near-field defects were removed by locally
altering the topography around the defect. Several methods
for achieving this were attempted and tested by placing a
repaired DPP and a surrogate focus lens in a full beam of
OMEGA. The technique that prevailed in both the epoxy and
the photoresist materials was to use a hot, blunt point to change
the topography of the epoxy by melting. In these cases, the light
striking the repaired area is scattered into a wide angular area.
The repaired defect areas appear as small holes in the propagat-
ing beam.

For etched DPP’s, near-field defects were repaired by alter-
ing either the photoresist master prior to etching or the fused-
silica surface after etching. In silica the near-field defects were
repaired by localized grinding with a small dental grinder.
Since the etch ratio of silica to the photoresist is 1.3:1, a defect
that causes a small modulation in photoresist will turn into a

defect with a larger modulation in silica. For this reason, when
making etched DPP’s, it was preferable to inspect and repair
the final etched surface.

DPP’s were first inspected for near-field defects in a colli-
mated beam at λ = 442 nm, which is fairly close in wavelength
to the 351-nm wavelength of the OMEGA laser but still visible
to the unaided eye. A shadow image of the collimated beam
was examined against a white background at a distance of
~150 mm beyond the part. After mapping out the near field for
regions of high intensity, a quantitative measure of intensity
from each defect was obtained with a CCD camera in the near-
field plane (see Fig. 74.21). If the near-field defect caused a
peak intensity that exceeded the background by a factor of
3, the defect was marked and removed by grinding [see
Fig. 74.21(c)]. During production, plates typically exhibited
five to ten defects. Plates with as many as 20 defects were
repaired and used on OMEGA. Near-field defect repair was
one of the most time-consuming and labor-intensive opera-
tions in the manufacturing of DPP’s. After being repaired, the
optic was cleaned and sol-gel coated by dip coating.
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Production Process/Results
A schematic of the full ion-etch system is shown in

Fig. 74.22(a). The geometry of the ion source and the substrate
can be seen in the photograph of the vacuum chamber’s interior
[Fig 74.22(b)]. A control program that would shut off the
source after a set interval monitored the ion source. The
program would terminate the etch if the ion source operated

outside the prescribed parameter space for the ion-beam neu-
tralizer emission current and the accelerator (grid) current. The
chamber was loaded during the day and operated at night. A
typical 14-h etch run included time to heat up the cryobaffle
and the substrate to room temperature before removing the part
for testing the next morning.

Figure 74.20
(a) The calibration mask is used to characterize both lithographic and etch nonlinearities. (b) A typical interferometric measurement of a continuous calibration
ramp. (c) The measured continuous ramps for both silica and photoresist are closely matched and therefore indicative of a highly linear process. The heights
are normalized for easy comparison. (d) The etched ramp is compared to a desired linear ramp. The final result includes errors of the entire DPP process, including
the film errors from several stages of mask writing and enlarging, photoresist errors, and final etching.
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Figure 74.21
A CCD camera is used to analyze individual defects. Several type of near-field defects are found in the DPP’s, including lenslets (a), comets (b), goobers,
worms, and dirt (last three not illustrated). The final frame (c) shows the near-field result after repair.

An optical monitor measured the thickness of photoresist
during an etching run to determine the etch rate and assist in
endpoint determination. The DPP design was modified to
produce the thickest area of photoresist in the center of the
substrate, which was made to coincide with the center of the
substrate rotation. A white-light beam was co-aligned with
this point to allow for continuous monitoring by interference
through the photoresist. The beam entered a monochromator/
detector combination, and the signal was fed into a strip chart
recorder. The etch rate derived from this measurement proved
to be a good indicator of ion-source performance. Ion etching
would continue for 30 min after the interference signal ceased
to ensure that all the photoresist was removed.

The full production process for DPP’s is summarized in the
flowchart in Fig. 74.23. The process requires that a photoresist
master be made for each etched phase plate. The DPP’s for
OMEGA were produced over a period of 19 weeks. During this
time 79 successful etch runs—66 DPP’s and 13 calibration or
uniformity checks—were completed. Maintenance occurred
on 9 days, and 5 etch runs resulted in failures. A high level of
preventive maintenance was performed on the vacuum pump-
ing system and the mechanical components just prior to the
final calibration sequence.

Laser-induced-damage thresholds of ion-etched silica al-
ways increased when care was taken to prevent the occurrence
of redeposition from sputtered tooling. Ion-etched samples of

Corning 7940 fused silica were damage tested at 1ω and 3ω
with 1-ns pulses. The results are compared to polished and
cleaved surfaces in Fig. 74.24. The damage thresholds of the
ion-etched surfaces increased over polished surfaces but were
less than those for a freshly cleaved surface. The current
explanation for the increase is that polishing processes produce
both a hydrated layer and a layer of subsurface fractures that
can trap absorbing contaminants during the polishing process.
The ion-etch process removes the hydrated layer and the layer
of fractures and associated contaminants, while the relatively
low-energy ions do not penetrate and disrupt the structure near
the surface.

A DPP’s optical performance can be evaluated by examin-
ing the minimum spot size it produces when used in a focusing
system similar in aperture and focal length to that found on
OMEGA (265-mm aperture, 1800-mm focal length). The spot
size is measured at the width corresponding to 5% of the
maximum energy. A Gaussian function is fit to the measure-
ment, and the order n (shape) of the function is found. The
results for both the replicated epoxy and ion-etched DPP’s are
given in Table 74.I, and histograms for both DPP types are
given in Fig. 74.25. The etched DPP’s had a more consistent
spot size than the replicated DPP’s. Note that the target size
had changed between the time the two sets were made. The
Gaussian order for the ion-etched set was lower that the target
value of 3, but most of those variations were probably due to
errors in the mastering process and are not inherent to etching.
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Figure 74.22
(a) Schematic of the LLE/OMAN 16-cm-ion-source etching system. The system was operated continuously for 14 h during each etch. (b) The 16-cm ion source
(below) is shown on a rail in the 54-in. chamber with a substrate in the rotation fixture (above).
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Figure 74.23
Flowchart of etched DPP production steps. The substrates were coated initially with a durable antireflection coating to reduce interference effects during
exposure of the photoresist.

Figure 74.24
Ion etching improves the damage threshold at both 1ω and 3ω for 1-ns pulses.
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The transmission through a DPP was measured by collect-
ing all of the energy in the spot using an oversized detector and
then reducing the aperture of the detector to 1 mm. The first
measure indicates the performance of the sol-gel coatings and
scatter characteristics of the piece. The second measure gives
the energy likely to impinge on a target and is more relevant to
performance on OMEGA. The distribution of the 1-mm aper-
ture measurements for the 60 DPP’s used on OMEGA is seen
in Fig. 74.26. The plates are near the theoretical maximum
transmission for the Gaussian order of n = 2.44.

Conclusion
Inert ion etching is a powerful tool for use in manufacturing

DPP’s for high-peak-power lasers. In concert with gray-level
photoresist methods developed at LLE, it provides a method of
transferring any continuous function onto an optical surface.
The development and production time of 15 months was
relatively short given the excellent performance of the devices.

The inert-ion-etching process may be invaluable as a tool
for increasing the damage threshold of silica surfaces in both

Figure 74.25
The far-field spot size (at the 5% of maximum width) was measured for each DPP. The distribution of spot sizes for the epoxy-replicated DPP’s (a) was much
broader than in the ion-etched DPP’s (b).

Table 74.I. Comparison of performance results for 60 etched DPP’s manufactured for OMEGA and earlier
replicated epoxy DPP’s.

Etched DPP’s Epoxy DPP’s

Mean  1 σ Mean 1 σ  

Minimum spot size, µm 936.7 14.1 635.8 37.6

Gaussian order 2.44 0.07 ~ ~

Full transmission 0.994 0.004 Degraded ~

T @ 1-mm aperture 0.959 0.006 ~ ~

~ no data available.
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Figure 74.26
Despite some loss due to the near-field defect repairs and slight scatter, the
transmission was near the maximum value possible for this Gaussian order.
The DPP design requires that some of the energy be sent outside the target.

the infrared and the UV. Ion etching will be tested on other
components of OMEGA to assess its capabilities for raising
laser-damage thresholds.
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A soft x-ray microscope (E & 3 keV) with high spatial resolu-
tion (~3 µm) has been characterized at LLE and used for initial
experiments on the OMEGA laser system to study the hydro-
dynamic stability of directly driven planar foils. The micro-
scope, which is an optimized Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB)–type
design, is used to obtain four x-ray radiographs of laser-driven
foils. Time-resolved images are obtained with either custom-
built framing cameras (time resolution ~80 ps) or short-pulse
backlighter beams (∆t & 200 ps). In the former case, a spatial
resolution of ~7 µm was obtained (limited by the framing
camera), while in the latter case a resolution of ~3 µm was
obtained. This article details the testing, calibration, and initial
use of this microscope in the laboratory and on OMEGA.

Recent experiments studying the hydrodynamic stability of
laser-driven planar foils1–7 have relied on the technique of
time-resolved x-ray radiography as a method of diagnosis. The
short time scales (~ ns) require the use of a laser-generated
x-ray backlighter, while the small spatial scale lengths (~ µm)
require a high-spatial-resolution imaging system. In a radio-
graph of a perturbed driven foil undergoing unstable growth,
the modulation depth (the desired observable) is affected by
the resolution (modulation transfer function) of the imaging
system.8 This is typically limited by the imaging system itself
(pinhole resolution in the case of pinhole imaging) or addition-
ally by the recording system blurring (as is typically the case
when using framing camera or streak camera imaging). Sys-
tems used to record radiographs of laser-driven foils range
from simple pinhole cameras coupled to x-ray framing cam-
eras to Wolter microscopes coupled to streak cameras. A good
example of the resolution obtainable with a pinhole–framing
camera combination is described in Robey et al.,9 where 5- to
10-µm-diam pinholes in combination with framing cameras at
magnifications up to 12× yield a spatial resolution approach-
ing 10 µm. Remington et al.10 describe the measured resolu-
tion of the Nova 22× Wolter microscope, which has an ulti-
mate resolution of ~2 to 3 µm but is not easily adaptable to
multiple-frame, two-dimensional imaging. More recently,
monochromatic imaging using bent crystals as the imaging
device has been applied to flat-foil experiments.7 Resolution

A High-Resolution X-Ray Microscope for Laser-Driven
Planar-Foil Experiments

approaching ~3 µm has been reported. Kodama et al.11 report
on an advanced Kirkpatrick–Baez (AKB) microscope, which
consists of four mirrors producing a single image. This micro-
scope has a quoted resolution of ~3 µm or better over an
~1-mm-diam region.

This work describes the characterization of a KB micro-
scope configured to provide high-spatial-resolution (~3-µm),
low-energy (&3-keV), multiple framed images (∆t ~ 80 ps) of
x-ray-backlit, laser-driven foils. This KB microscope optical
assembly consists of glass reflecting surfaces assembled with-
out an additional metal coating. As will be shown below, the
uncoated reflecting surfaces provide a convenient high-energy
cutoff at ~3 keV, which is appropriate to both the backlighter
spectrum and the subjects of the radiography (plastic foils).
The detailed design is further described in Marshall and Su.12

Time resolution can be obtained by either custom framing
cameras (developed at the Los Alamos National Laboratory13)
or a novel, multibeam, short-pulse (~100-ps) backlighter irra-
diation scheme. This KB microscope will be used in future
planar-foil stability experiments on the University of Roch-
ester’s OMEGA laser system.14

Characterization of the Microscope
The microscope used for these experiments was built and

assembled by Sydor Optics.15 It consists of four mirrors
arranged in a stack of two perpendicular pairs (Fig. 74.27) that
produce four images of laser–plasma x-ray emission. Images
are formed by two perpendicular reflections at a mean grazing
angle of ~0.70°. The super-polished reflecting surfaces (sur-
face roughness < 4 Å) are concave with radii of curvature r =
26 m and a thickness along the optical axis of 4.5 mm.
[Previously reported mirror assemblies (Ref. 12) had a thick-
ness of 9 mm, resulting in a larger solid angle but also larger
measured and calculated off-axis aberrations.] The surfaces
perpendicular to the reflecting surfaces are also super polished
and are used to optically contact the mirrors into a fixed, stable
assembly. The images formed by the KB microscope obey the
focus equation16
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1 1 2
p q R i

+ = sin , (1)

where p is the distance from the object to the mirror assembly,
q is the distance from the mirror assembly to the image, i is the
grazing angle, and R is the radius of curvature of the mirrors.
The distances p and q in Eq. (1) refer to the distance from the
center of the assembly, i.e., between the pairs of perpendicular
mirrors. The mirror separations have been adjusted (as de-
scribed in Ref. 12) so that the focus of the first reflecting
surface is coincident with the second reflecting surface. The
best-focus distance at a magnification of 13.6 was found to be
p = 179.3 mm. The solid angle subtended by each reflecting
pair as seen from the source is ~9 × 10−8 sr for this case.

After assembly the KB microscope was first characterized
in the laboratory using a cw, e-beam-generated x-ray source.
The e-beam impinged on a water-cooled tungsten target after
passing through a bending magnet whose purpose was to
prevent ion contamination of the target area. Typical e-beam
voltage settings of 10 kV were used in all tests, producing a
continuum x-ray source up to 10 keV. Images were recorded
on Kodak DEF direct-exposure film after passing through a
1-mil (25.4-µm) Be window placed near the optic baffle.
Figure 74.28(a) shows one of four such images taken of a
500-mesh Cu grid (0.001-in.-diam Cu wires spaced by
0.002 in., i.e., 500/in.) placed at the best focus of the micro-
scope. A hole was placed in the grid [visible in Fig. 74.28(a) as
a dark irregularly shaped region] as a position reference from
image to image. The resolution as a function of position was
determined from photomicrodensitometer (PDS)-digitized grid
images. A Perkin–Elmer PDS with a 0.25 NA lens, and a
scanning aperture of 10µm, was used to digitize the images.
Figure 74.28(b) shows a horizontal lineout through the image
of Fig. 74.28(a) and just below the reference hole. The values
are computed intensity in ergs/cm2 versus position in µm
[assuming a photon energy of 2 keV (see the energy response
calibration later in this section) and using the semi-empirical
formula of Henke et al.17]. The lineout has been averaged over
the width of the space between the wires and median filtered to
reduce point-to-point noise. The remaining pattern shows the

overall resolution of the image near best focus. Figure 74.28(c)
shows an enlargement of the lineout at the edge of the shadow
of one wire. The width of the shadow is ~3.7 µm. This
measurement was repeated across the image, yielding the
resolution as a function of position [Fig. 74.28(d)]. The reso-
lution thus measured closely follows that computed by ray
tracing (solid line). Diffraction of soft x rays (&1.5 keV) will
contribute to image blurring at best focus. The dotted line in
Fig. 74.28(d) indicates the approximate effect of diffraction on
the resolution for an assumed energy of 1.25 keV (worst case,
i.e., lowest practical energy to be used). Diffraction is seen to
limit the resolution to ~2 µm for such soft x rays. The measured
resolution of 3 µm at best focus indicates that the optical
system is limited to ≥1.5 times the diffraction limit. For
comparison the resolution that would have been obtained if
9-mm-thick mirrors had been used is shown in Fig. 74.28(d)
as a dot–dashed line. The smaller mirrors clearly provide a
more optimum on-axis and off-axis resolution at the expense
of solid angle.

The edge response function ε of the microscope (image
of the shadow of the edge of a wire) is given by

  

ε x x dx
x

( ) = ′( ) ′
−∞
∫ l , (2)

where l is the line spread function, which is itself a function of
x and y, but assumed to vary slowly. We can make the simpli-
fying assumption that the point spread function (PSF) is given
by the product of the line spread functions in the two perpen-
dicular directions x and y. This is a good assumption provided
the axes x and y are aligned along the axes of the microscope
mirrors, as is the case for all of the images analyzed in this
article. The PSF is thus computed from the observed edge
response function by differentiation. The result of one such
computation from the image of Fig. 74.28(a) near best focus is
shown in Fig. 74.29(a). The computed PSF has a full width at
half-maximum of 3.0µm. Figure 74.29(b) shows the modula-
tion transfer function (MTF)
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Figure 74.27
Schematic of the KB microscope optical assembly.
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MTF PSF= ( )[ ]F x , (3)

computed from the PSF by Fourier transform as a function of
position about best focus. The ideal MTF of a pinhole camera
with a 10-µm aperture at comparable magnification is shown
for comparison.

Framed imaging with the KB microscope is accomplished
with a pair of custom microchannel plate (MCP)–based cam-
eras built at the Los Alamos National Laboratory13 and origi-
nally designed to be used in the gated monochromatic x-ray

imager18 (GMXI), which also uses a KB optic for imaging. The
GMXI vacuum housing and KB microscope chassis with the
uncoated KB microscope optic were used to obtain framed
images on the OMEGA target chamber. Each camera consists
of a pair of 25-mm-diam MCP’s proximity focused to P-11
phosphor-coated fiber-optic faceplates. Two such cameras
record the four images of the KB microscope on Kodak TMAX
3200 film. A frame time of ~80 ps results when the cameras are
electrically gated. Each camera can be independently trig-
gered, while the separation of the images (~48 mm) results in
a time between images on a camera of ~320 ps. Laboratory
tests of the framing camera/KB microscope combination were

Figure 74.28
Laboratory tests of imaging with the KB microscope. (a) Image of a backlit Cu mesh taken with a cw x-ray source; (b) lineout below hole in grid passing through
best focus; (c) enlargement of lineout near best focus; (d) width of the shadow of each wire versus position in the object plane of (a). The solid line is the resolution
computed by ray tracing; the dotted line includes the effect of diffraction by 1.25-keV x rays. The dot–dashed line is the resolution computed by ray tracing
for 9-mm-thick mirrors (as used in Ref. 12).
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performed with the cw x-ray source described above, prior to
its use on OMEGA. Figure 74.30(a) shows one such image.
The resultant MTF is shown in Fig. 74.30(b) and is compared
to the MTF’s of the KB microscope without a framing camera
and the MTF of a 10-µm pinhole at comparable magnification.
As is evident, some amount of spatial resolution is lost when
using the framing cameras with the KB microscope. The
framing camera allows flexibility, however, in choosing the
time of the radiograph when not using a short-pulse backlighter.

The energy dependence of the KB optic reflectivity was
measured with the same tungsten x-ray source described above

using the method described in Dhez et al.19 The spectrum of
both the reflected and unreflected x rays were recorded with a
AMPTEK XR-100T Si(Li) detector.20 The reflectivity was
computed from the ratio of the two observed spectra and is
shown in Fig. 74.31 along with the reflectivity computed from
the tabulated values of the atomic scattering factors21 and
assuming a grazing angle of 0.70°. Both the ideal calculated
response and the response convolved with the Si(Li) detector
energy resolution are shown. The measurements were taken
through a path that contained 38 µm of Be, which limited the
sensitivity below 1.5 keV. The difference between the mea-
sured and computed reflectivities is small and may be due to
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Figure 74.29
The PSF and MTF of the KB microscope recorded with DEF film. (a) The
PSF near best focus; (b) the MTF versus position compared to that of a
10-µm pinhole at comparable magnification.

Figure 74.30
Laboratory test of the KB microscope with images recorded by a framing
camera. (a) Image of the grid taken with a framing camera and a cw x-ray
source; (b) the MTF of the KB microscope with framing camera–recorded
images compared to the same obtained without framing cameras. The MTF
of a 10-µm-pinhole-camera–based framing camera is also shown for com-
parison (dotted line).
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Figure 74.31
The reflectivity of the KB microscope versus energy. The solid line is the
measured reflectivity, the dashed line is the reflectivity computed using
tabulated values of the atomic scattering constants, and the dotted line
includes the convolved response of the Si(Li) detector.

imprecise knowledge of the energy resolution of the Si(Li)
detector at the low energies involved. The reflectivity is seen
to fall at the Si edge (1.8 keV) and cut off at ~3 keV as
expected due to the usual grazing-angle dependence of the
x-ray reflectivity.

The choice of uncoated glass as the reflecting surface for
planar-foil radiography is further elucidated by the following
spectral analysis: A typical backlighter used for these experi-
ments is a uranium foil illuminated at intensities of ~3 ×
1014 W/cm2. The spectrum of x rays emitted by such a
backlighter22 is shown in Fig. 74.32(a). Most of the emission
comes from the uranium N-band (which is unresolved in this
measured spectrum) with an additional peak at 3.5 keV due to
M-band emission. A sensitivity weighted toward the low-
energy end of the spectrum (<1.5 keV) is desired since the
radiography is to be performed on a plastic (CH) foil. The
uncoated-glass optic has a sharp dip in the reflectivity at
1.8 keV followed by a gradual decrease to nearly zero from 2
to 3 keV. The cutoff above 3 keV provides for complete
rejection of M-band x rays (which would decrease the contrast
of the radiography). The response to the U-backlighter spec-
trum can be further optimized with filtration. Figure 74.32(b)
shows the computed efficiency of the KB optic when a
25.4-µm-thick Be plus a 6-µm Al filter is used. Figure 74.32(c)
shows the spectral flux density seen at the image plane calcu-
lated for 10 J in a 300-µm-diam spot in a 100-ps interval (~1.5
× 1014 W/cm2). This combination of microscope reflectivity
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Figure 74.32
The response of the KB microscope to a uranium backlighter. (a) U-backlighter
spectrum;22 (b) the KB microscope response with a 25.4-µm Be plus 6-µm Al
filter; (c) spectral flux density at the image plane calculated from the spec-
trum in (a) and the filter in (b).

and filter transmission is seen to result in a spectrum of x rays
in a narrow band from ~1 to ~1.5 keV. The 1/e depth of x rays
through plastic (such as parylene) in the midpoint of the band
(1.25 keV) is ~9 µm. Conversely, a 0.5-µm variation in
thickness through the foil would produce a modulation in the
x-ray signal of ~5%. The calculated flux density is more than
adequate to produce a good exposure on Kodak DEF (as would
be the case when using a short-pulse backlighter).
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Experiments on the OMEGA Laser Facility
Experiments were performed on the OMEGA 60-beam,

UV (351-nm) laser system14 using the soft x-ray KB optic to
image laser–plasma x-ray emission. The KB microscope ar-
rangement and the target-illumination method are shown in
Fig. 74.33. Targets consisted of test grids and/or driven modu-
lated foils backlit by U foils, illuminated by up to six beams of
OMEGA at an intensity of up to 2.5 × 1014 W/cm2. Fig-
ure 74.34 shows a set of such images of backlit grids. [The grids
in this case were 25-µm-thick electroetched Ni mesh with a
500/in. pattern (e.g., 50-µm pattern) and 10-µm-square holes.]
Grid shots were used to verify the system alignment and
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Figure 74.33
Arrangement of KB microscope, target, and beams of OMEGA
when used for backlit flat-foil imaging.

Figure 74.34
Resolution tests performed on the OMEGA laser system. (a) DEF-recorded image of a long-pulse backlit grid; (b) DEF-recorded image of a short-pulse
backlit grid; and (c) framing camera–recorded image of a long-pulse backlit grid.

provide an in-situ measurement of the resolution. Fig-
ure 74.34(a) is a DEF-recorded image of a long-pulse (~3-ns)
backlit grid, Fig. 74.34(b) is a DEF-recorded image of a short-
pulse (~200-ps FWHM Gaussian) backlit grid, and
Fig. 74.34(c) is a framing camera–recorded image of a long-
pulse backlit grid. Analysis of the images yields MTF’s indis-
tinguishable from those shown in Fig. 74.30(b), verifying that
the resolution of the microscope is maintained when using a
laser–plasma source as a backlighter. Again, spatial resolution
of 3 µm is obtained when the radiographs are recorded without
the aid of a framing camera.
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The framing cameras were used to image radiographs of
driven perturbed foils. The overall experiments to observe
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) growth are more completely described
in Knauer et al.6 Figure 74.35(a) shows a framed image of one
such driven foil, which consisted of a 20-µm-thick plastic foil
with a 1.0-µm peak-to-valley, 20-µm period modulation on the
driven side. The drive intensity was ~2 × 1014 W/cm2. An
intensity-converted lineout taken vertically through the image
is shown in Fig. 74.35(b). (The values are deviations from
the local average intensity.) An observed variation of ~6%
peak-to-valley is evident, which is consistent with early-time
(t < 0.5 ns) modulation, assuming the average energy of the
x rays producing the modulation is ~1.25 keV. The image
shown in Fig. 74.35 serves as an example of the micro-
scope’s capabilities.

Multiple-Beam, Short-Pulse Backlighting
The best possible method for utilizing the high spatial

resolution of the KB microscope is to record the radiographs
directly with x-ray sensitive film, or with a solid-state device
having comparable spatial resolution, as was demonstrated in
the preceding section. Since it is necessary to observe the time
evolution of the object being radiographed in this instance
(i.e., the modulated driven foil), a short-pulse (~100 ps or
less) backlighter is required. This can be accomplished on
OMEGA with up to six beams, as shown schematically in
Fig. 74.36. The short pulses are staggered in time to arrive at the
backlighter, spaced by the desired delay, and arranged to
backlight the target from separate but nearby directions as seen
from the microscope. Since the microscope, as installed in the
OMEGA target chamber, is surrounded by six beams, a natural
arrangement is for the beams to backlight the driven target in
a hexagonal pattern. Tests are currently underway to provide
for this experimental configuration on OMEGA.

Figure 74.35
Radiograph of driven modulated foil. (a) Framed image of driven foil having
an initial modulation depth of 1.0 µm and a 20-µm period; (b) lineout through
the image.
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Conclusions
The KB microscope described in this article has a demon-

strated resolution of ~3µm at optimum focus and a sensitive
energy range of ~1 to 3 keV dependent on filtration. When used
with a framing camera, the obtainable resolution is degraded to
~7 µm, but with the benefit of ~80-ps time resolution afforded
by the cameras. Both high-spatial (~3-µm) and temporal reso-
lution can be obtained by using a multiple-beam, short-pulse
backlighter configuration. In conclusion, the KB microscope
described here as used in the GMXI is a flexible diagnostic of
laser-driven, planar-foil experiments, providing the desired
time-resolved, high-spatial-resolution x-ray radiographs.
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The primary objective of the experimental program at LLE is
to evaluate the direct-drive approach to laser-driven inertial
confinement fusion (ICF). In particular, its central goal is to
validate, by using the 30-kJ, 351-nm, 60-beam OMEGA laser
system,1 the performance of high-gain, direct-drive target
designs planned for use on the National Ignition Facility (NIF).
This will be achieved by diagnosing the implosion of cryo-
genic, solid-DT-shell capsules that are hydrodynamically
equivalent to the ignition/high-gain capsules planned for use
on the NIF with a 1- to 2-MJ drive. In the direct-drive approach
to fusion, the capsule is directly irradiated by a large number of
symmetrically arranged laser beams, as opposed to the indirect
approach in which the driver energy is first converted into
x rays, which then drive the capsule. Direct drive has the
potential to be more efficient since it does not require this
intermediate x-ray conversion step. In both cases the high
densities and core temperatures necessary for ignition require
that the capsules must be imploded with minimal departures
from one-dimensional behavior. For direct-drive capsules, the
dominant effect contributing to degradations in capsule perfor-
mance is believed to be the development of Rayleigh–Taylor
(RT) unstable growth,2 seeded by either laser-irradiation non-
uniformities or capsule imperfections.

In a direct-drive capsule implosion, the development of
hydrodynamic instabilities occurs in a number of stages. In the
start-up, or imprinting, phase the laser is directly incident on
the solid capsule surface. Eventually, a plasma is created due
to either dielectric breakdown or other processes, a critical
surface is formed, and the absorption of laser light sends a
series of shocks into the target, eventually causing the shell to
move and begin to accelerate. During this initial phase,
nonuniformities present in the laser will cause nonuniform
shocks to be launched into the target, resulting in imposed
modulations and a certain amount of unstable growth during
the shock transit period due to Richtmyer–Meshkov3 (shock-
driven) or RT (acceleration-driven) instability. During the
subsequent acceleration phase of the implosion, RT growth
continues to grow at the ablation surface with a growth rate that
can be approximated by4,5

Measurements of Core and Pusher Conditions in Surrogate
Capsule Implosions on the OMEGA Laser System

γ α β= ( )[ ] − ( )kg t kV ta , (1)

where k is the unstable wave number, g(t) is the acceleration,
and Va(t) is the ablation velocity. The distortions that grow at
the ablation surface can eventually feed through to the inner
surface of the shell, where they add to any existing mass
perturbations, thus seeding an instability that can grow at that
surface as the target begins to decelerate during stagnation. If
the resultant distortions are large enough, the performance of
the capsule will be severely compromised. An integrated
understanding of hydrodynamic instabilities, fuel–pusher mix,
and their effect on capsule performance requires quantitative
data and a study of the processes involved in each phase.

In this article we present the results of direct-drive experi-
ments carried out on OMEGA to investigate each of the stages
described above. First, we summarize the results of experi-
ments designed to study the imprint and acceleration stages, in
both planar and spherical geometries. Next we present the first
phase of the investigation of the deceleration stage. [This stage
has previously been investigated in indirectly driven targets at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) using
plastic targets with an inner layer of Ti-doped CH and an Ar-
doped D2 fill. 6–8] The goal of our initial experiments was to
ensure that our diagnostics could measure the conditions in
both the core and the shell during shell deceleration and
stagnation and that they had enough sensitivity to observe
differences in core conditions under various RT-growth condi-
tions. The RT growth was modified by varying the temporal
pulse shape (Gaussian or square) and by doping the outer 6 µm
of the CH shell with chlorine.

The deceleration stage was studied by irradiating ~1-mm-
diam, 20-µm-thick CH shells with 30 kJ of 351-nm, 1-ns laser
pulses. No smoothing techniques were applied to the laser
beams. The one-dimensional simulations of the experiments
were carried out with the hydrodynamic code LILAC,9 which
includes ray tracing of the laser light, SESAME10 equations of
state, multigroup radiation transport, and non-LTE average-
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ion capability. A few simulations were carried out with the
two-dimensional code ORCHID11 to investigate qualitatively
the effect of the RT growth on the target during the accelera-
tion, deceleration, and stagnation of the shell.

Imprint and Acceleration Phases
Direct measurements of laser imprinting are extremely

difficult, although Kalantar et al.12 have reported measure-
ments of imprint in thin Si and Al foils using an x-ray laser as
a backlighter. Measurements on OMEGA to date have relied
on the technique of x-ray radiography of laser-accelerated CH
foils in planar geometry,13–17 using a uranium backlighter with
an average photon energy of ~1.3 keV. Modulations in the
optical depth of the driven foil measured at different times by
an x-ray framing camera are used to observe the growth of
perturbations seeded by imprinting. However, since the initial
perturbations created by the laser imprint are too small to be
measured directly by this method, the optical-depth measure-
ments are not taken until the foil has accelerated and under-
gone a significant amount of RT growth in order to amplify the
initial perturbation to detectable levels. This measurement
therefore incorporates the combined effects of the imprint
phase, shock transit phase, and a portion of the acceleration
phase. Despite the complication added by the RT growth, such
measurements are invaluable for comparing the effects of
irradiation-uniformity changes, beam-smoothing techniques,
and other mitigation schemes.

Face-on radiography of foils with intentionally imposed
single-mode, sinusoidal mass perturbations were used to com-
pare calculated RT-growth rates with experimental measure-
ments. (These experiments are a continuation of the collab-
oration between LLE and LLNL.14 Similar experiments have
also been performed in indirect drive.18) In these measure-
ments an x-ray streak camera or framing camera is used to
measure the optical depth of the imposed mode as a function of
time in much the same way as in the imprint measurements. In
addition, side-on measurements of foil trajectory were used19

to confirm that coupling of laser energy into the foils was in
agreement with simulations. Results from single-mode experi-
ments carried out on OMEGA are shown in Fig. 74.37. In these
plots, the optical depth of the observed modulation of the
backlighter, as seen through the accelerated foil, is plotted as
a function of time, together with predictions from the 2-D
hydrodynamic code ORCHID. (A more detailed description of
this data can be found in Ref. 19.) The excellent agreement
between the experimental data and the simulations is strong
evidence that, for polymer materials, the RT unstable growth
can be calculated accurately.

In spherical target experiments, where there is no diagnostic
access to the rear surface of the shell, we have inferred the
development of instability growth at the ablation surface dur-
ing the acceleration phase through use of the so-called
“burnthrough” technique.20 In this method, time-resolved
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spectroscopy, using a spectrally dispersing x-ray streak cam-
era, is used to detect the onset of x-ray emission from a buried
signature layer. In the absence of any unstable growth or
perturbation, the heat front propagates uniformly through the
CH ablator until it reaches the signature layer and heats it,
resulting in characteristic x-ray line emission. The presence of
unstable growth, however, produces a mix region that can leach
signature layer material out to the heat front, causing early
emission. This method has been shown to be very sensitive to
initial beam uniformity21 and to target acceleration and effec-
tive Atwood number.20 As with the planar-foil imprint mea-
surements, this method measures the combined effects of
imprint coupled with RT growth.

We conducted a series of burnthrough experiments with
unsmoothed laser beams to provide a baseline for subsequent
uniformity improvements scheduled for the OMEGA laser
system. The targets used chlorinated plastic (C8H7Cl) as the
signature layer, with CH ablator overcoats ranging from 8 to
12 µm. The target diameters were 900 to 950 µm, and in all
cases the total shell thickness was 20 µm. The capsules were
overcoated with a 1000-Å Al barrier layer to act as a timing
reference mark and to prevent shinethrough22 of the early part
of the laser pulse into the target before formation of the critical

surface. In these experiments, the targets were imploded by 60
beams, focused tangentially to the target, with a 1-ns full-
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian temporal profile
and a total of 20 to 25 kJ. Spectral dispersion for the x-ray
streak camera was provided by a flat rubidium acid phthalate
(RbAP) crystal, providing coverage of the K-shell spectrum of
the Al overcoat in first-order Bragg diffraction, simultaneous
with coverage of chlorine lines in second order. The data from
these experiments, together with a typical streak camera im-
age, are shown in Fig. 74.38(a). The time-resolved spectrum
[Fig. 74.38(a)] shows Al lines, formed when the laser is
initially incident on the outside of the capsule, and, after a delay
of several hundred picoseconds, emission from the buried
C8H7Cl layer. The measurements have been modeled using a
postprocessor to LILAC that calculates the mix thickness using
the Haan23 method from an experimentally measured initial
perturbation spectrum. (Full details of the model are given in
Ref. 20.) Figure 74.38(b) shows a comparison of the experi-
mental burnthrough times and those predicted by the model, as
a function of CH ablator thickness. The two cases were normal-
ized for one of the 9-µm cases. Variations in burnthrough time
for a given ablator thickness are caused primarily by laser
energy variations between shots. The burnthrough times pre-
dicted by LILAC for the uniform 1-D case are also shown and

Figure 74.38
Results from burnthrough experiments carried out on the 60-beam OMEGA laser. (a) The streak camera spectrum shows the onset of the Cl lines from the
Cl-doped substrate at the time of burnthrough. (b) Burnthrough times from the mix postprocessor to LILAC are compared to the experimental data for targets
with increasing ablator thickness.
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indicate that much-later-than-observed burnthrough would be
expected for the 8- and 9-µm ablators, with no burnthrough
expected for the thicker cases. The good agreement between
the simulations and the experiment over a range of target
parameters confirms our confidence in the model and shows
that we are now well placed to diagnose planned improvements
to laser uniformity.

Deceleration Phase
Initial measurements on deceleration-phase instability uti-

lized a series of surrogate capsules, consisting of a CH shell
filled with deuterium gas. These targets are designed to mimic
the behavior of future OMEGA cryogenic DT capsules (and,
by extension, NIF ignition capsules) by approximating their
gross hydrodynamic behavior (e.g., similar in-flight aspect
ratio and convergence). For the purposes of these experiments,
the CH shell represents the main-fuel-layer region in a cryo-
genic ignition target, and the D2 gas represents the fuel hot
spot. Figure 74.39 shows the standard capsule we have used to
investigate these two regions. The hot spot, or in our case the
gas region, consists of 20 atm of D2, doped with 0.25% Ar as
a spectroscopic signature. The shell consists of a 20-µm CH
layer in which is buried a 1-µm layer of (1%–4%) Ti-doped
CH. The doped layer can be positioned at various distances
from the shell/D2 interface, allowing the study of conditions at
different positions inside the shell/main fuel layer. This differs
from the method described in Ref. 6, in which the Ti-doped
layer was situated only at the pusher/fuel interface.

For future experiments the single-beam uniformity on the
OMEGA laser system will be improved such that the on-target
irradiation uniformity will be <1% σrms. This will be achieved
through the use of distributed phase plates (DPP’s),24 2-D
smoothing by spectral dispersion (2-D SSD),25 and distributed
polarization rotators (DPR’s).26 However, current uniformity
levels using unsmoothed beams are predicted to be in the
region of 20% or more. To predict the effect these nonuni-
formities might have on capsule implosions, simulations were
performed using the 2-D hydrodynamic code ORCHID. The
simulations used the actual laser-beam nonuniformity spec-
trum, measured from single-beam, equivalent-target-plane
(ETP) images mapped onto a sphere with the appropriate
overlap parameters. Even modes 2 to 200 were consistent with
each mode multiplied by 2  to account for the odd modes.
Figure 74.40 shows predicted mass-density profiles at a time
when the shell has reached half its initial radius for two cases:
a 1-ns square pulse and a 1-ns FWHM Gaussian. In each case
the shell is already showing signs of severe disruption, with the
structure in the Gaussian case exhibiting longer-wavelength
structures. For both cases the outside of the shell is more
perturbed than the inside. As a check on the ORCHID predic-
tions, we carried out a number of planar-target radiography
experiments, using unmodulated foils of similar thickness
(20 µm) and driven with similar intensities to the spherical
targets. Figure 74.41 shows radiographs recorded on the x-ray
framing camera for both the 1-ns square pulse and the 1-ns
Gaussian, together with the predicted foil trajectories in each
case. The radiographs show qualitative agreement with the
ORCHID simulations in Fig. 74.40, both in terms of the type of
structure seen and the fact that the Gaussian pulse shows
longer-wavelength structure. Note that the Gaussian case is
significantly more nonuniform despite having undergone less
displacement. This is primarily due to the fact that the Gaussian
pulse is predicted to imprint a factor of about 2.5 larger than the
square pulse. The growth rates in the two cases are similar since
the higher acceleration resulting from the square pulse is
compensated by a higher ablation velocity. For an imploding
target the growth factor will be larger for a Gaussian pulse be-
cause the shell will take longer to reach the same radial position.

Clearly implosions driven by these levels of nonuniformity
are expected to be severely disrupted. For comparison pur-
poses only, we investigated a series of targets in which the outer
6 to 7 µm of the ablator was replaced with C8H7Cl. The
presence of chlorine in the ablator serves to radiatively heat the
shell, causing it to decompress. The resultant reduction in peak
shell density causes an increase in the ablation velocity Va,
thereby reducing the RT growth [see Eq. (1)]. (It should,

Figure 74.39
“Standard” and Cl-doped-ablator targets used during the deceleration phase
experiments. The distance from the Ti-doped layer and the inner surface of the
shell can be varied from 0 to 6 µm.
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however, be pointed out that the radiation preheat in such a
target does reduce the convergence ratio and 1-D performance
of the implosion.) Figure 74.42 shows the ORCHID simu-
lation for a target with a Cl-doped ablator. Comparison with
Fig. 74.40 shows a clear improvement in the shell uniformity.
This improvement is also in agreement with experimental
measurements detailed in Ref. 20, in which delayed burnthrough

Figure 74.41
Backlit images from an experiment in which five unsmoothed
OMEGA beams were focused on a planar 20-µm CH target
confirm qualitatively the ORCHID simulation results in Fig. 74.40.
The zero time for the Gaussian pulse is at 10% of peak intensity.

Figure 74.40
Shell conditions from ORCHID simulations compared for (a) a 1-ns square pulse and (b) a 1-ns Gaussian pulse irradiating the standard target. The actual laser
beam nonuniformity measured from ETP images was used. The contours are for the mass density.

times were observed for targets with Cl-doped ablators.
ORCHID simulations near the time of peak compression are
shown in Fig. 74.43. The undoped shell in Fig. 74.43(a) shows
that although the core region appears to form relatively uni-
formly, the shell is clearly severely disrupted. In contrast,
Fig. 74.43(b) shows a shell that is still relatively intact, al-
though still not entirely uniform.
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Figure 74.43
Core conditions from ORCHID simulations compared for (a) the standard target and (b) the Cl-doped target near time of peak core density for a 1-ns square
pulse. The filled contour areas denote the mass density levels and the contour lines denote the electron temperature levels.

Figure 74.42
Conditions in the shell from ORCHID simulations compared for the
Cl-doped-ablator target about halfway into the implosion for a 1-ns
square pulse. The contours are for the mass density.
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The experimental implosions were analyzed using a large
number of diagnostics. Time-resolved imaging of the later
stages of the shell trajectory and the core formation was
recorded using a gated x-ray pinhole camera,27,28 filtered to
record emission >2 keV. Figure 74.44 shows a comparison of
the measured shell and core radii as a function of time,
compared with 1-D LILAC simulations. This comparison dem-
onstrates our ability to reproduce the zeroth-order hydrody-
namics of the implosion. Time-resolved x-ray spectra from the
targets were recorded using a pair of streaked spectrographs.
Both instruments used a RbAP crystal to disperse the spectrum
onto a 250-Å Au photocathode. One spectrometer was set up
with a wavelength range of ~2.8 to 4.3 Å to cover the Ar K-shell
emission from the core, with the other spectrometer covering
Ti and Ar emission in the approximate range of 1.9 Å to 3.4 Å.
In each case the spectral resolution was approximately E/∆E ~
500. Temporal resolution was 20 to 30 ps, depending on the
camera used. The data were recorded on Kodak T-max 3200
film, digitized using a PDS microdensitometer and then cor-
rected for film sensitivity and streak-camera–induced tempo-
ral curvature.29 The sweep speed of each streak camera was
measured using a temporally modulated fiducial pulse, al-
though no absolute timing reference was used during actual
target shots. The spectrometer dispersion was calculated using
published wavelengths for the Ar and Ti lines.
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Figure 74.44
Trajectories of the peak emission from the framing camera images and from
simulated images. The jump in the middle of the trajectories occurs when the
peak emission moves from the heat front to the core.

Figure 74.45 shows a pair of time-resolved x-ray spectra
recorded from the doped target implosions, one from a target
with the Ti-doped layer at the gas/shell interface and the other
with the Ti-doped layer situated 4 µm from the interface. In
both streaks, Ar line emission, resulting from the initial shock
heating of the core gas, appears first, followed by continuum
emission from the stagnation. In Fig. 74.45(a), Ti He-like and
H-like line emission from the inside surface of the shell can be
seen a short time after the Ar emission, whereas the Ti in the
buried layer is observed only in absorption. This absence of
line emission occurred even when the Ti-doped layer was as
close as 0.5 µm from the interface. Targets with a Cl-doped
ablator showed little or no Ti emission, regardless of the
position of the layer, in agreement with LILAC predictions.

The absorption feature seen in Fig. 74.45(b) around 4.6 keV
corresponds to unresolved transitions of the type 1s–2p in
titanium ions with incomplete L shells: Ti+13 to Ti+20, formed
when continuum from the core traverses the cold titanium
layer. The envelope of the absorption feature, which changes as
a function of time, indicates the ion specie of maximum
abundance. The amount of absorption depends primarily on
the areal density of the absorption region, but also on its
temperature T and density ρ. It has been shown, however, that
the measured integral over the absorption feature, together
with the knowledge of the ion of peak absorption (which also
depends on both T and ρ) can yield the areal density to within
±25% without knowing the temperature or the density.30,31

Typical data is plotted in Fig. 74.46, together with the ρ∆R
predicted by LILAC for both a CH and a Cl-doped ablator. The
measured areal density for the “standard” capsule case ap-
proximately follows the continuum emission and falls well
below the LILAC prediction. This is not entirely surprising,
based on the shell disruptions seen in Fig. 74.43(a). It is also
possible that for such a severely distorted shell, low-density
“holes” in the shell will cause the inferred areal density to be
underestimated because the unabsorbed background signal
distorts the spectrum. In contrast, the ρ∆R measurements in
Fig. 74.46(b) approach more closely to the 1-D simulations. In
this shot, the timing of the density peak, delayed relative to the
continuum emission, shows one of the limitations to this
method since in the absence of any continuum emission we are
unable to measure the ρ∆R by absorption methods.

Measurements of the core/hot-spot region were carried out
using both neutron-based and x-ray spectroscopic measure-
ments. The burn history of these capsules was measured using
the neutron temporal diagnostic (NTD).32,33 Neutron colli-
sions with a BC-422 plastic scintillator convert neutron kinetic
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Figure 74.45
Time-resolved spectra for two positions of the Ti-doped layer for a standard target and a 1-ns square pulse:
(a) at the inner surface and (b) 4 µm from the inner surface.

Figure 74.46
Areal densities obtained from the Ti absorption band (curve with error bars) and from the 1-D LILAC simulation (solid line) as a function of time for (a) the
standard target and (b) the Cl-doped-ablator target. In both cases the Ti-doped layer was 4 µm from the inner surface. Also shown is the integrated continuum
emission (dashed line) from the measured spectrum. Timing was made by matching the measured and predicted continuum peaks. The areal density can be
measured only when the core emits continuum radiation.
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energy to 350- to 450-nm-wavelength light, which is relayed to
the photocathode of a fast streak camera whose output image
is recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The
temporal distribution of the emitted light is the convolution of
the neutron emission history with the scintillator response;
thus, the burn history is encoded in the leading edge of the light
pulse. (The streak camera also records an optical fiducial
signal to provide an absolute time base.) The shape of the
neutron temporal distribution is obtained by deconvolving the
effect of the scintillator decay rate from the recorded neutron
signal. The quality of each deconvolution is checked by com-
paring the recorded signal with the convolution of the burn
history and the exponential decay of the scintillator. Streak
camera flat-field and time-base corrections are included in the
signal processing. On OMEGA, NTD has demonstrated sensi-
tivity to DD neutrons at yields above 1 × 108 and a temporal
resolution of 25 ps. Figure 74.47(a) shows the measured
neutron-production rate for a shot with a CH ablator, together
with the rate predicted by LILAC. The rates agree fairly well
early in time, when neutron production is dominated by the
initial shock heating and compression, but as the implosion
progresses toward full stagnation, where neutrons will be
produced mainly by compression heating of the core, the
measured rate falls significantly short of the 1-D predictions by
a factor of about 20 to 30. We are, however, able to see a
significant difference for implosions with the Cl-doped ablator
[Fig. 74.47(b)]. In this case the predicted yield is lower due to
radiative losses and preheating of the core. The measured
neutron-production rates, however, come much closer to the

Figure 74.47
Neutron production rate obtained from the neutron temporal diagnostics (NTD) (curve with error bars) and from 1-D LILAC simulations (solid line) for (a) the
standard target and (b) the Cl-doped-ablator target.

simulations (a factor of 4 to 5 at peak production), although the
experimental yield still cuts off earlier than the simulations.

Additional measurements of conditions inside the core
were carried out by spectroscopic analysis of the K-shell line
emission from the argon dopant.34,35 For temperature and
density regimes typically found in these implosions close to
stagnation, the line shapes emitted by the K-shell argon ions
depend strongly on electron density, while remaining rela-
tively insensitive to changes in temperature. This fact com-
bined with the temperature and density dependence of the
relative intensity of the K-shell lines and their associated
L-shell satellites allows the use of the argon line spectrum as
an indicator of electron density and temperature. The effects
of opacity broadening on the utility of this diagnostic are
mitigated by the small concentration of argon in the fuel.

Stark-broadened line profiles for the argon He-γ, He-δ, and
Ly-β resonant transitions and associated Li-like satellites
were calculated using a second-order quantum mechanical
relaxation theory.36,37 These line profiles were combined
using relative intensities derived from a detailed non-LTE
kinetics code38 corrected for the effects of radiative transfer
using an escape-factor approximation.39 The final state popu-
lations of the lines in the model were also derived from the
results of the kinetics code. Source size was derived by assum-
ing the emission was that of a homogeneous spherical region
whose size was determined consistently with the electron
number density. The Stark-broadened line profiles were cor-
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rected for the effects of opacity using a slab opacity model.40

A similar theoretical spectrum was used in the analysis of the
argon He-β line and its associated lithium-like satellites in
Ref. 35. An example of the fits for shot 10778 is shown in
Fig. 74.48. Comparison of the theoretical spectrum, after
convolution with an appropriate instrumental response func-
tion, with time-resolved experimental spectra leads to an
inference of the emissivity-averaged plasma electron tem-
perature and density. Differences between the best-fitting
theoretical spectrum and the experimental spectrum indicate
the possible existence of gradients in the strongly emitting
region of the plasma.

Figure 74.49 shows inferred electron temperature and den-
sity measurements as a function of time for the CH ablator
target, imploded with the 1-ns square pulse. The temperatures
and densities agree fairly well with the 1-D LILAC predictions
at early times, but as the stagnation progresses, both param-
eters fall well short of the ideal case. These results are in
qualitative agreement with the fusion-rate measurements. For
the Cl-doped ablator (Fig. 74.50), the agreement between
experiment and 1-D simulation is much closer, although the
temperature still reaches only 75% of predicted.

Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented results that are part of an integrated

program to investigate the physics of direct-drive ICF capsule
implosions. Imprint and RT growth have been investigated in
planar geometry using radiography of accelerated foils. The

Figure 74.48
Time-resolved experimental spectrum
and lineouts of the Ar H-β and He-γ
lines for four times. The dots are the
experimental values, and the lines are
best fits from a quantum theory model
combined with a non-LTE kinetics
code36–39 for a given electron tem-
perature and density.

growth rates measured for CH foils are in excellent agreement
with hydrocode simulations. The physics of the deceleration
phase has been studied using a series of doped surrogate
capsules. The main goal of these experiments was to develop
techniques to diagnose the conditions in the shell (main fuel
layer) and in the core (hot spot). The shell has been diagnosed
using time-resolved spectroscopy of a Ti-doped tracer layer.
With unsmoothed beams, experiments and simulations indi-
cate that the shell is severely disrupted at time of shock
convergence. When a Cl-doped ablator was used, the ρ∆R
inferred from the Ti absorption feature was much closer to
1-D predictions, confirming our diagnostic sensitivities to
changes in target performance. These observations support the
ORCHID simulations, which predict that the addition of a Cl-
doped ablator results in a more intact shell.

The core has been diagnosed by both time-resolved neutron
diagnostics and time-resolved spectroscopy of the Ar fuel
dopant. From the analysis of the Ar line emission we find that
the core conditions (electron densities and temperatures) just
after the shock has reached the target center are close to those
predicted by 1-D LILAC simulations. The same conclusion is
reached from the analysis of the neutron-production rate.
These conclusions are in qualitative agreement with ORCHID
simulations, which predict near-spherical temperature profiles
in the core. Conditions in the core deteriorate during compres-
sion and stagnation: both the electron temperature and density
fail to reach LILAC predictions. This deterioration in core
conditions occurs for both the square pulse and the Gaussian
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pulse. These observations indicate that final compression and
resulting PdV work are not effective because the shell is
probably not integral. Both diagnostics—time-resolved spec-
troscopy and neutron time detector—showed results that were
closer to 1-D predictions when a Cl-doped ablator was used in
agreement with simulations that predict reduced RT growth for
those targets. The agreement between neutron and x-ray diag-
nostics is encouraging since cryogenic targets will be diag-
nosed primarily by neutron and charged-particle methods.

In conclusion, we have carried out initial mix implosion
experiments with the unsmoothed OMEGA laser system to
establish a base-line database for comparison with upcoming
experiments in which full beam smoothing will have been
implemented. We have also ascertained that the set of diagnos-
tics used in these experiments can measure shell and core
conditions and will enable us to study the effect of the RT
instability on the main fuel layer (shell) and hot spot (core) in
cryogenic targets.
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Laser–plasma instabilities1 are important in the field of inertial
confinement fusion2 because they scatter laser light away from
the target, which reduces the laser energy available to drive the
compression of the nuclear fuel, or generate energetic elec-
trons that preheat the fuel, which makes the fuel harder to
compress. In stimulated Raman scattering an incident, or
pump, light wave (0) decays into a frequency-downshifted, or
Stokes, light wave (1) and an electron-plasma wave (2). In
stimulated Brillouin scattering a pump light wave decays into
a Stokes light wave and an ion-acoustic wave (2). The initial
evolution of both instabilities is governed by the linearized
equations3

  ∂ ∂ γt z A A+( ) =v1 1 0 2 , (1)

∂ ν γt A A+( ) =2 2 0 1 , (2)

where A1 and v1 are the amplitude and group speed of the
Stokes wave, respectively, A2 and ν2 are the amplitude and
damping rate of the plasma wave (electron-plasma or ion-
acoustic), respectively, and the coupling constant γ0 is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the pump wave. The convective
amplification of an existing Stokes wave and the generation of
a Stokes wave by plasma fluctuations are both characterized by
the gain exponent3

  g l= γ ν0
2

1 2v , (3)

where l is the plasma length. Because the aforementioned
parametric instabilities are important only when g >>1, a small
error in the damping rate of the plasma wave can produce a
large error in the predicted amplitude of the Stokes wave. For
this reason, it is important to determine accurately the Landau
contribution to the damping rates of plasma waves.4

The properties of electrostatic plasma waves are determined
by the dielectric function

Accurate Formulas for the Landau Damping Rates
of Electrostatic Waves

ε ω χ ω χ ω, , , ,k k ke i( ) = + ( ) + ( )1 (4)

where χe and χi denote the electron and ion susceptibilities,
respectively. For each species s

  
χ ω ω ω

s
s

s s
k

k
Z

k
, ,( ) = − ′







2

2 22 2v v
(5)

where ωs is the plasma frequency, vs is the thermal speed, and
Z is the plasma dispersion function.5 The electrostatic disper-
sion equation is simply

ε ω, .k( ) = 0 (6)

The solution of this dispersion equation has two branches: the
high-frequency (electron-plasma) branch and the low-frequency
(ion-acoustic) branch, both of which are studied in this article.
In both cases our approximate analytical solution of the disper-
sion equation is compared to the numerical solution. Our
analytical solutions are more accurate than the standard ana-
lytical solutions found in textbooks.6–8

Electron-Plasma Waves
The electron Debye length   λ ωe e e= v . For the case in

which kλe << 1, Krall and Trivelpiece,6 Ichimaru,7 and Chen8

all assert that

ω ω λr e ek≈ + ( )[ ]1 3
2 1 2

, (7)
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To gauge the accuracy of these formulas, we considered a
numerical example. When (kλe)

2 = 0.1, formula (7) predicts
that ω ωr e ≈ 1 140. . The correct value of this frequency ratio,
obtained by solving Eq. (4) numerically, with the ion term
omitted, is 1.179. Formula (8) predicts that ω ωi e ≈ 0 02979. ,
whereas the correct value is 0.01845. Although the predicted
frequency is in error by only 3.3%, the predicted damping rate
is in error by 61%. Clearly there is room for improvement.

In the aforementioned parameter regime ω ≈ ωe and

  ω λve ek k≈ ( ) >>1 1. The electron-plasma dispersion func-
tion has the asymptotic expansion5

Z i n n

n
ς σπ ς ς( ) −( ) − +( ) ( )[ ]+

=

∞
∑~ exp ,1 2 2 2 1

0
1 2 1 2Γ Γ (9)
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Γ Γn n n+( ) = −( ) −( )1 2 1 2 1 2  and Γ 1 2 1 2( ) = π . It is con-
venient to introduce the dimensionless parameters K = kλe and
Ω = ω ωe .   If one neglects the ion term in Eq. (4), the electron-
plasma dispersion equation can be written as

D iDr iΩ Ω( ) + ( ) = 0, (11)

where

D n Kr
n n

n
Ω Ω( ) = − −( ) −

=

∞
∑1 2 1 2 2 2

1
!! , (12)

  2 1 2 1 2 3 3 1n n n−( ) = −( ) −( ) ( )( )!! K , and

D
K Ki Ω Ω Ω( ) = 



 −







π
2 2

1 2

3

2

2exp . (13)

Because the exponent in Eq. (13) is proportional to 1 2K ,
D Di r  and Ω Ωi r  are exponentially small when K2 << 1.

If one assumes that Ω Ωi r  is less than any power of K
required for an accurate solution of Eq. (11), then Ωr is
determined by the equation

Dr rΩ( ) = 0 (14)

and Ωi is given by the formula

Ω
Ω Ω
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r

D

D
r

≈ −
∂ ∂

. (15)

By using Eq. (12) to evaluate the derivative in Eq. (13), one
finds that

Ω
Ω Ω

i
r rC

K K
≈ −
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−







π
8 2

1 2

3

2

2exp , (16)

where the coefficient function

C n n K n n

n
Ω Ω Ω( ) = −( )









− −

=

∞
∑4 2 2 2 2

1
2 1 !! . (17)

It is clear from Eqs. (12) and (17) that the dispersion
equation (14) is an equation for Ωr

2  that involves the small
parameter K2, and formula (16) depends on Ωr

2 . The efficient
way to proceed is to solve Eq. (14) and evaluate formula (16)
perturbatively, by expanding Ωr

2  and Dr in powers of K2. We
chose to expand Ωr and Dr in powers of K2 to facilitate the
analysis in the Ion-Acoustic Waves section. Specifically, we
made the third-order expansions

Ω Ω Ω Ω≈ + + +1 2
1

4
2

6
3K K K , (18)

D D K D K D K DΩ Ω Ω Ω Ω( ) ≈ ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( )0
2

1
4

2
6

3 , (19)

where D0(Ω) = 1−1/Ω2, D1(Ω) = −3/Ω4, D2(Ω) = −15/Ω6,
and D3(Ω) = −105/Ω8, and

D D D

D D

n n n

n n

Ω Ω

Ω Ω

( ) ≈ ( ) + ′ ( ) −( )
+ ′′ −( ) + ′′′( ) −( )

1 1 1

1 2 1 1 62 3 . (20)
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We substituted these expansions in Eq. (14) and collected
terms of like order.

The zeroth-order equation is satisfied identically. The first-
order equation is

′ + =D D0 1 1 0Ω , (21)

from which it follows that

Ω1 3 2= . (22)

The second-order equation is

′ + ′′ + ′ + =D D D D0 2 0 1
2

1 1 22 0Ω Ω Ω , (23)

from which it follows that

Ω2 15 8= . (24)

The third-order equation is

′ + ′′ + ′′′ + ′

+ ′′ + ′ + =

D D D D

D D D

0 3 0 2 1 0 1
3

1 2

1 1
2

2 1 3

6

2 0

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

Ω Ω , (25)

from which it follows that

Ω3 147 16= . (26)

By combining Eqs. (22), (24), and (26), one finds that

Ωr K K K≈ + + +1 3 2 15 8 147 162 4 6 , (27)

from which it follows that

Ωr K K K2 2 4 61 3 6 24≈ + + + . (28)

Since the exponent in Eq. (16) is proportional to 1 2K , the
third-order formula for Ωr

2  determines the exponential term
correct to second order. Consequently, one need only deter-
mine C correct to second order.9 The result is

C K≈ −1 6 4 . (29)

It follows from Eqs. (16), (28), and (29) that

Ωi K
K

K
K K
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3 12
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2 4exp . (30)

We refer to formulas (27) and (30) as the third-order formulas,
even though the latter formula is only accurate to second order.
In a similar way, one could refer to the textbook formulas as the
first-order formulas. Notice, however, that the textbook for-
mula Ωr K≈ +( )1 3 1 2  is less accurate than the true first-order
formula Ωr K≈ +1 3 2 .

The approximate analytical solutions of the electron-plasma
dispersion equation are compared to the numerical solution in
Fig. 74.51. The dashed lines represent the textbook solution,
the solid lines represent the third-order solution, and the dotted
lines represent the numerical solution. For K2 = 0.1 the third-
order formulas predict that Ωr ≈ 1.178 and Ωi ≈ 0.01840. These
values of Ωr and Ωi differ from the correct values by 0.085%
and 0.27%, respectively. For the displayed range of K2 the
maximal error associated with the third-order formula for Ωr is
0.57% and the maximal error associated with the third-order
formula for Ωi is 14%. The third-order formulas are more
accurate than the textbook formulas, even though the assump-
tion on which they are based, that Ω Ωi r K<< 6 , is only valid
for K2 < 0.04. Neither pair of formulas is accurate when K2 is
significantly larger than 0.1.

Ion-Acoustic Waves
The electron contribution to the ion-acoustic speed

c ZT me e i= ( )1 2
, where Z is the ionization number. For the

case in which kλe << 1 and T ZTi e << 1, we define the base-
line formulas

ωr e i ec k T ZT≈ +( )1 3
1 2

, (31)
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Krall and Trivelpiece6 omit the ion-temperature contribution
to the frequency (31) and the associated factor of exp(−3/2) in
the ion contribution to the damping rate (32). Ichimaru7 and
Chen8 retain these ion-temperature contributions. They agree
on formula (31) for the frequency but differ on the formula for
the damping rate. Ichimaru multiplies formula (32) by a factor
of 1 3

1 2+( )T ZTi e , whereas Chen, who considers only the ion
contribution to the damping rate, multiplies the ion term in
formula (32) by a factor of 1 3+ T ZTi e . In a recent paper10 we
showed empirically that Ichimaru’s formula for the damping
rate is the better of the two. To gauge the accuracy of Ichimaru’s
formulas, we considered a numerical example: When
T ZTi e = 0 1. , formula (31) predicts that ωr ec k ≈ 1 140. . The
correct value of the frequency ratio, obtained by solving Eq. (4)
numerically with kλe = 0.001, is 1.181. Formula (32), multi-
plied by 1 3

1 2+( )T ZTi e , predicts that ω i ec k ≈ 0 05064. ,
whereas the correct value is 0.03219. Although the predicted
frequency is only in error by 3.4%, the predicted damping rate
is in error by 57%. [For comparison, the damping rate pre-
dicted by formula (32) is in error by 38%.] Clearly there is

room for improvement in the accuracy of the formula for the
damping rate and the self-consistency of the method by which
it is derived.

In the aforementioned parameter regime ω ≈ cek,

  ω ve e ik Zm m≈ ( ) <<1 2
1, and   ω vi e ik ZT T≈ ( ) >>1 2

1 .
One can use the expansion5

Z i n
n

n
ς π ς ς ς( ) = −( ) − −( ) ( ) +( )

=

∞
∑1 2 2

0

2 1 2 3 2exp Γ Γ (33)

for the electron-plasma dispersion function and expansion (9)
for the ion-plasma dispersion function. It is convenient to
introduce the dimensionless parameters T T ZTi e=  and
Ω = ω c ke .

If one makes the assumption that ′( ) ≈ −Z eς 2 , which omits
the electron contribution to the ion-acoustic damping rate, the
ion-acoustic dispersion relation can be written in the form of
Eq. (11), where

D K n Tr
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∑1 2 12 1 2

1
!! , (34)
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Since the dispersion functions can be rewritten as
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Ωr and Ωi satisfy the equation

Ω ΩK T T K K, , .[ ] = +( )[ ] +( )0 1 12 2 1 2
(38)

Thus, one need only solve the ion-acoustic dispersion equation
for the case in which K2 = 0. In this case Eq. (34) has the same
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Figure 74.51
(a) Normalized frequency ω ωr e( )  and (b) damping rate ω ωi e( )  of an
electron-plasma wave plotted as functions of the square of the normalized
Debye length (kλe). The dashed lines represent the textbook formulas (7)
and (8), the solid lines represent the third-order formulas (27) and (30),
and the dotted lines denote numerical solutions of the electron-plasma
dispersion equation.
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form as Eq. (12), with K2 replaced by T. It follows from this
observation, and Eqs. (27) and (30), that the third-order solu-
tion is

Ωr T T T≈ + + +1 3 2 15 8 147 162 3 , (39)
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T
T T
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2exp . (40)

Equations (38)–(40) apply to all values of K2 that satisfy the
inequality T(1 + K2) << 1.

If one makes the approximation ′( ) ≈ − −Z ie eς π ς2 1 2 ,
which retains the electron contribution to the ion-acoustic
damping rate, one must add to Eq. (35) the term

D i Mi Ω Ω( ) = 





π
2

1 2
1 2 , (41)

where M Zm me i=  and Z is the ionization number. Since
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Ωr and Ωi satisfy the equation
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K M T

M K T K K

, ,

, , .

[ ]

= +( ) +( )





+( )0 1 1 12 3 2 2 1 2
(43)

Thus, one need only solve the ion-acoustic dispersion equation
for the case in which K2 = 0.

Unlike the ion contribution to Di, the electron contribution
is not exponentially small when T << 1, so one cannot evaluate
formula (15) correct to an arbitrary power of T. This formula
suggests, however, that the electron contribution to Ωi is of
order 0.01. It follows from Eq. (40) and Fig. 74.51(b) that the
ion contribution to Ωi is much smaller than the electron

contribution for T ≤ 0.06 and is comparable to the electron
contribution for 0.08 ≤ T ≤ 0.12. In the latter range, both
contributions to Ωi are of order T2. To make a perturbation
expansion based on this ordering, we defined the damping
parameters

Γ = 
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, (44)
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and made the approximation

exp exp ,−
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which allowed us to write the real dispersion function as

D D TD T D T Dr r r r rΩ( ) ≈ + + +0 1
2

2
3

3 , (47)

where D0r−D2r were defined after Eq. (19) and

D r i3 2105 2= − − ∆Ω , (48)

and the imaginary dispersion function as

D T D T Di i iΩ( ) ≈ +2
2

3
3 , (49)

where

D i2 2= +( )Γ ∆ , (50)

D i r r r3 1 2 1
22 2= +( ) − +( )[ ]Ω Γ ∆ ∆ Ω Ω . (51)

We then proceeded as described in the Electron-Plasma
Waves section.

The zeroth-order and first-order equations are identical to
the corresponding equations of the previous section, so Ω1r =
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3/2 and Ω1i = 0 as we assumed in Eq. (46). The second-order
equation is

′ +( )
+ ′′ + ′ + + =

D i

D D D iD

r r i

r r r r r i

0 2 2

0 1
2

1 1 2 22 0

Ω Ω

Ω Ω , (52)

from which it follows that

Ω2 15 8r = , (53)

Ω Γ ∆2i = − +( ) . (54)

Formula (54) is equivalent to the base-line formula (32). The
third-order equation is
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from which it follows that

Ω ∆ Γ ∆3 147 16r = + +( ) , (56)

Ω ∆ Ω Ω3 2 1
2 2i r r= +( ) . (57)

By combining Eqs. (53) and (56), one finds that

Ω ∆ Γ ∆r T T T≈ + + + + +( )[ ]1 3 2 15 8 147 162 3 . (58)

By combining Eqs. (54) and (57), one finds that

Ω Γ ∆ Ω Ωi r rT T= − + − +( )[ ]{ }2
2 1

21 2 . (59)

It is clear from Eq. (46) that the ∆ terms represent the exponen-
tial exp −( )Ωr T2 2 , with the exponent evaluated correct to first
order; thus, one can rewrite Eq. (59) as

Ωi M
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3 2 exp . (60)

Notice that the algebraic factors of Ichimaru and Chen are both
absent. We refer to formulas (58) and (60) as the third-order
formulas, even though the exponent in the latter formula is only
accurate to first order.

The approximate analytical solutions of the ion-acoustic
dispersion equation are compared to the numerical solution in
Fig. 74.52. The dashed lines represent Ichimaru’s solution, the
solid lines represent the third-order solution, and the dotted
lines represent the numerical solution. For T = 0.1 formula (58)
predicts that Ωr ≈ 1.191, which differs from the correct value
of Ωr by 0.85%. It is clear from Figs. 74.51(a) and 74.52(a) that
the additional third-order term improves the accuracy of the
formula in the range T ≤ 0.09 but decreases the accuracy in the
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Figure 74.52
(a) Normalized frequency ω r ec k( )  and (b) damping rate ω i ec k( ) of an ion-
acoustic wave plotted as functions of the temperature ratio T ZTi e( ) . The
dashed lines represent Ichimaru’s formulas (31) and (32) multiplied by
1 3

1 2+( )T ZTi e , the solid lines represent the third-order formulas (58) and
(60), and the dotted lines denote numerical solutions of the ion-acoustic
dispersion equation.
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range T > 0.09. Formula (60) predicts that Ωi ≈ 0.03670, which
differs from the correct value of Ωi by 14%. For the displayed
range of T the maximal error associated with the third-order
formula for Ωr is 2.7% and the maximal error associated with
the third-order formula for Ωi is 14%. The third-order formulas
are more accurate than Ichimaru’s formulas. Neither pair of
formulas is accurate when T is significantly larger than 0.1.

Summary
We used systematic perturbation methods to derive formu-

las for the Landau damping rates of electron-plasma waves
[Eq. (30)] and ion-acoustic waves [Eq. (60)]. The predictions
of these formulas were compared to the predictions of the
textbook formulas6–8 and numerical solutions of the electro-
static dispersion equation. When (kλe)2 ≤ 0.1 (for electron-
plasma waves) and T ZTi e ≤ 0 1.  (for ion-acoustic waves),
our formulas are more accurate than the textbook formulas.
When (kλe)

2 > 0.1 and T ZTi e > 0 1. , no pair of formulas is
accurate and the electrostatic dispersion equation must be
solved numerically.
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Diode-pumped lasers offer better stability and higher reliabil-
ity than flashlamp-pumped laser systems. Most of the diode-
pumping schemes can be divided into two major categories:
end pumping and side pumping. High efficiency and good
beam quality are potential advantages of end-pumped solid-
state lasers over side-pumped ones. Practical realization of
these advantages depends upon the possibility of reshaping a
strongly astigmatic diode-laser beam into a beam with a
circular symmetry. Recently, several practical schemes were
suggested1,2 that make it possible to effectively re-image the
1-µm × 10-mm emitting area of a high-power, cw laser diode
bar into a few-hundred-micron spot size. These techniques
have been used successfully for direct cw end pumping of
solid-state lasers1 and the efficient coupling of high-power, cw
laser-diode radiation into the optical fiber.2 Using a transport
fiber to deliver the pump beam to the end-pumped active
medium has a number of practical advantages: (a) the pump
beam at the transport fiber output has a high-quality, centrally
symmetric energy distribution; (b) the radial size of the pump
beam can be easily up- or down-scaled by using simple and
virtually lossless optics; (c) a transport fiber provides a simple
and transparent interface between the pump source and the
active medium, which greatly simplifies the whole diode-
pumped laser characterization and maintenance; and (d) both
the pumping source and the active medium can be changed
simply by reconnecting transport fibers. Therefore, it seems
very attractive to couple the high-power, quasi-cw diode laser
into the optical fiber and to use this fiber-coupled, quasi-cw,
high-power laser diode to end pump a solid-state laser.

In this article we report on an efficient Nd:YLF laser
operated at 1053 nm that was end pumped by fiber-coupled,
high-power, pulsed diode arrays. Two quasi-cw 100-W linear
arrays3 were used in this experiment. The emitting area of these
diodes was 1µm × 10 mm with ~100% aperture fill factor. The
diode laser’s 3.6-nm-wide output spectrum was centered at
805 nm. The output from the laser-diode arrays was coupled
into 0.6-mm-diam, 0.22-numerical-aperture step-index fibers
in a manner similar to that reported in Ref. 2. Fiber-coupling
efficiencies of >50% were measured at the maximum diode-

Efficient, End-Pumped, 1053-nm Nd:YLF Laser

laser output (Fig. 74.53). At the transport fiber output the laser-
diode radiation was re-imaged with 1.6× magnification into the
Nd:YLF rod through a beam splitter that was HR coated for
1053 nm (R > 99%) and AR coated for 805 nm (R < 1.5%). In
the course of our experiments we investigated a Nd:YLF rod
pumped from one side by a single diode array and pumped
from both sides by two arrays simultaneously. The pump
energy that reached each of the Nd:YLF rod surfaces was
≥25 mJ for the 0.5-ms pump duration. This represents ~50%
transport efficiency from the emitting surface of the laser diode
to the input surface of the Nd:YLF active element. The active
laser element was a 5-mm-diam, 20-mm-long Nd:YLF rod
with 1.1 atm% of Nd and AR coated for 805 nm and 1053 nm
on both sides. The focused pump beam formed a circularly
symmetric spot on the input faces of the Nd:YLF rod with a
pump beam cross section of ≤1.3-mm FWHM over the entire
20-mm length of the laser crystal (Fig. 74.54). More than 95%
of the pump energy was absorbed in the Nd:YLF crystal. We
found that for this pumping scheme the Nd:YLF lasing thresh-
old at 1053 nm is insensitive to pump-wavelength variation
within at least ±2 nm. We attribute this to the fact that Nd:YLF
has a broad and almost–polarization-insensitive absorption
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Fiber-coupled, 100-W, quasi-cw diode-array output versus diode current.
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peak around 805 nm, which eliminates the need for the laser
diode to be precisely wavelength tuned and externally cooled
when the laser repetition rate is below 5 Hz. It should be
pointed out that although all data presented here were taken at
a 5-Hz repetition rate, we believe that a higher repetition rate
can easily be achieved with proper heat removal from the diode
laser and the active element.

The gain of the end-pumped rod was determined using a cw
mode-locked Nd:YLF laser operated at 1053 nm that was
collimated and apertured so that the probe beam used was
~1 mm in diameter. The single-pass, small-signal gain Gss for
the probe beam was observed with an analog oscilloscope4 and
measured with a digital oscilloscope.5 The measured small-
signal, single-pass gain for the ~1-mm beam at 1053 nm was
2.2 for pumping from one side and 4.2 for pumping from both
sides (Fig. 74.55).

For the end-pumped Nd:YLF laser demonstration and char-
acterization the following setup was used (Fig. 74.56): The
cavity was 3.78 m in length and used a flat output coupler and
a high reflector with a 5-m radius of curvature. Output couplers
with reflectivity R = 85%, 70%, and 50% were tested. The
1053-nm wavelength for the Nd:YLF lasing was insured by the
intracavity thin-film polarizer and appropriate Nd:YLF rod
orientation in respect to this polarizer. The polarization of the
output laser radiation was monitored by the extra-cavity Glan–
Taylor polarizer. At the maximum one-sided pumping energy
of ~27 mJ, the free-running output was 8.8 mJ in the
multilongitudinal, fundamental TEM00 mode, which is 33%
of the pump energy delivered to the Nd:YLF rod surface. At
the maximum two-sided pump energy of 50 mJ, the free-
running output was 20 mJ in the multilongitudinal fundamen-

Figure 74.54
Pump-beam cross section along the axis of the
active medium.

tal TEM00 mode, which is 40% of the pump energy delivered
to the Nd:YLF rod surface (Fig. 74.57). We believe that this is
the highest TEM00 energy output reported to date for an end-
pumped Nd:YLF laser operated at 1053 nm. The measured
optical-to-optical differential efficiency was 54%. The spatial
profile for the output beam was measured with a scientific-
grade, cooled CCD camera.6 The highly symmetric output
beam has an intensity distribution very close to the intensity
distribution calculated for our laser resonator parameters at
6.4-mJ output energy for the one-side pumping scheme (see
Fig. 74.58). It should be emphasized that we observed the
TEM00 output beam without any transverse mode control
aperture in the cavity for the entire range of the pumping
energies up to six times the threshold. We believe that this is
attributed to the fact that the end-pumped volume cross section
was smaller than the fundamental-mode cross section.7

The Q-switched mode of operation was also tested. To
convert the Nd:YLF laser from the free-running mode to the
Q-switching mode, a standard combination of the quarter-
wave plate and Pockels cell was introduced into the laser cavity
between the thin-film polarizer and the end mirror (Fig. 74.56).
The reflectivity of the output coupler used for the Q-switched-
mode operation was R = 70%. A high-voltage, step-function
pulse was applied to the Pockels cell at the end of the pumping
cycle to initiate the Nd:YLF laser Q-switching. The amplitude
of this high-voltage pulse adjusted for maximum output energy
at the highest pumping level (both ends pumping) was found to
be 4.5 kV. The measured output energy in the Q-switched mode
was 13.6 mJ (Fig. 74.59), and the Q-switched output pulse has
a TEM00-mode profile. The measured temporal FWHM of the
Q-switched output pulse was 140 ns, which is less than six
laser-resonator-cavity round-trips (Fig. 74.60).
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Small-signal-gain measurements: setup and experimental results.

Figure 74.56
End-pumped, 1053-nm Nd:YLF laser (a) resonator
layout; (b) free-running time behavior for TEM00

output of 20 mJ.
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Figure 74.58
Experimentally measured and calculated output
laser intensity beam profiles. An image of the
laser beam on the logarithmic scale with super-
imposed contour lines is shown in the inset.

Figure 74.60
Q-switching pulse temporal profile for TEM00 output of 13.6 mJ.
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Measured Q-switched TEM00-mode energy output versus pump energy.
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In conclusion we developed an efficient Nd:YLF laser at
1053 nm that was end pumped by two fiber-coupled, 100-W,
quasi-cw diode arrays. A 20-mJ TEM00 energy output with
54% differential efficiency for a free-running mode and
13.6-mJ TEM00 energy output for Q-switched operation
were demonstrated. We believe that this is the highest TEM00
energy output reported to date for the efficient end-pumped
Nd:YLF laser operated at 1053-nm wavelength.
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In the interaction of strong fields with matter, considerable
interest has been shown in the development of high-efficiency
frequency up-conversion of ultrashort laser pulses. One impor-
tant area of interest is in ultrafast laser–solid interactions
where up-conversion can lead to higher absorption due to
higher-density interactions1 and to an enhancement of the
pulse-intensity contrast by many orders of magnitude, allow-
ing the high-intensity pulse to interact with the solid-density
material.2 Efficient second-harmonic generation in KDP has
been reported for ultrafast laser beams at intensities up to
400 GW/cm2.3 In this intensity region, nonlinear effects such
as self- and cross-phase modulation4,5 (SPM, XPM) originat-
ing from third-order nonlinear susceptibility χ(3) may limit the
efficiency of ultra-intense frequency-conversion processes
that involve co-propagation of two beams with different wave-
lengths. SPM and XPM are responsible for spectral broadening
in optical fibers and have been used in pulse compression to
produce ultrashort laser pulses.6 XPM has been observed in
fiber Raman soliton lasers7,8 and has proven to be important in
optical parametric oscillators, optical parametric amplifiers,9

and the harmonic-generation process in bulk nonlinear crys-
tals.10,11 Nonlinear phase changes can destroy the phase coher-
ence required for efficient conversion. Z-scan,12,13 four-wave
mixing,14,15 ellipse rotation,16 and nonlinear interferometer17,18

techniques have been used to measure the nonlinear refractive
index n n n2 2

33 8=[ ]( )/ χ  associated with SPM. Nonlinear
refractive index coefficients associated with SPM in KDP
crystals, which are widely used in frequency conversion,19,3

were measured by degenerate three-wave mixing20 and time-
resolved interferomery21 at 1 µm. In this article we report on
the results of the single-beam Z-scan measurement12,13 of the
nonlinear refractive index associated with SPM at wavelengths
of 1.053 µm, 0.527 µm, and 0.351 µm and two-color Z-scan22

to measure the nonlinear coefficients of XPM between
1.053 µm and 0.527 µm in a KDP crystal. In the two-color Z-
scan measurement, two collinear beams with different wave-
lengths are used; a weak probe beam can be defocused by the
action of the strong pump beam in a thin sample.22 The far-field
intensity variation is used to determine the optical nonlinearity

Self- and Cross-Phase-Modulation Coefficients in KDP Crystals
Measured by a Z-Scan Technique

from XPM as the sample is moved along the propagation
direction (z axis) of the focused beams.

A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 74.61. Infrared
(IR) laser pulses (λ1 = 1.053µm), second-harmonic (SH)
pulses (λ2 = 0.527 µm), or third-harmonic (TH) pulses (λ3 =
0.351 µm) are transmitted through an aperture A1 and can be
treated as top-hat beams. Second-harmonic pulses are gener-
ated using a KDP type-I crystal, and third-harmonic pulses are
generated using two KDP type-II crystals.23 We use the top-
hat spatial profile because it increases the measurement sensi-
tivity.24 This top-hat beam then co-propagates through a lens
with focal length f1 for IR, f2 for SH, and f3 for TH. The focal
lengths f1, f2, and f3 are slightly different due to the dispersion
of the lens. The electric-field distribution near the focal point
Ei(r,z,t) (i = 1,2,3) is described by Lommel functions.25 It has
an Airy radius at the focal spot of 1.22 λiFi , where F f ai i= 2
and 2a is the diameter of aperture A1. The beam waist (w0i) is
defined as w0i = λiFi. The Rayleigh range (z0i) is π λw i i0

2 .  A
nonlinear crystal located in the focal region will introduce
phase modulation proportional to the intensity. The single-
beam Z-scan is performed when only one wavelength beam
passes through A1. In these cases, if the sample thickness is
much less than the Rayleigh range z0i and the nonlinear
absorption can be ignored, the field distribution at the exit
surface of the sample can be expressed simply by

E r z t E r z t ik L E r z t

i

ei i i i ii
, , , , exp , , ,

, ,

( ) = ( ) ( )[ ]{ }
=

eff γ 2

1 2 3
(1)

where ki i= 2π λ , L L
i i ieff = − −( )[ ]1 exp α α  is the effective

sample thickness, αi is the linear absorption coefficient, and
γi is the nonlinear refraction coefficient, which is related to
n2i by n cn mi i2 0

240= ( ) ( )π γ W , where c(m/s) is the speed
of light in vacuum and n0 is the linear index of refraction. The
incident electric field Ei(r ,z,t) is normalized so that
I E r z ti i= ( ), ,

2
.
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In the two-color Z-scan, we measured the cross-phase-
modulation coefficients between optical waves at λ1 and λ2.
The output unconverted IR (pump beam) and SH pulses (probe
beam) from a frequency doubler co-propagate through A1
(Fig. 74.61). The field distribution at the exit surface of the
sample is

E r z t E r z t

ik L E r z t E r z t

e1 1

1 1 1
2

21 2
2

1
2

, , , ,

exp , , , ,  ,

( ) = ( )

( ) + +( )[ ]{ }eff γ γ τ (2)

E r z t E r z t

ik L E r z t E r z t

e2 2

2 2 2
2

12 1
2

2
2

, , , ,

exp , , , ,  ,

+( ) = +( )

+( ) + ( )[ ]{ }
τ τ

γ τ γeff (3)

where τ is the time delay between IR and SH pulses intro-
duced in the KDP type-I frequency-doubling crystal. In the
exponent of Eqs. (2) and (3), the first term reflects the impact
of self-phase modulation, and the second term reflects the
phase modulation induced by an optical wave of the other
wavelength. If the optical wave intensity at wavelength λ2 is
weak enough that γ π2 2

2
E << , the second term in the expo-

nential of Eq. (2) and first term in Eq. (3) can be ignored.
Therefore, as the nonlinear crystal is moved along the z axis,
the transmittance of the electric field at wavelength λ1 through
a finite aperture in the far field is determined by the self-phase
modulation of the λ1 optical wave, while the transmittance of

the electric field at wavelength λ2 is determined by the cross-
phase modulation due to the λ1 optical wave.

When the Fresnel number w Di i0 λ  is much smaller than
unity, where D is the distance from sample to the aperture A2,
the field distribution EA2(ρ,z,t) at the sampling aperture A2
(Fig. 74.61) is proportional to the Fourier transform of field at
the exit surface of the sample.26 The normalized Z-scan power
transmittance is

T z
E z t d dt

E z t d dt

r

i
r

a

a
( ) =

( )
( )

∫∫

∫∫
−∞
∞

−∞
∞

A

A

2
2

0
2

0 2

ρ ρ ρ

ρ ρ ρ

, ,

, ,
 , (4)

where ra is the radius of aperture A2 and EiA2 is the electric
field at A2 without nonlinear crystal. Equation (4) gives the Z-
scan fluence transmittance T(z) as a function of crystal position.

Figure 74.62 shows numerical examples of the normalized
transmittance as a function of sample positions in the presence
of SPM and XPM, respectively. For all of the curves the on-axis
nonlinear phase accumulation (either self- or cross-phase) is
chosen to be Φ0 = 0.4, where Φ0 0= k L Ii iieff γ  and I0 is the
on-axis peak intensity. The curves compare the effects of self-
and cross-phase modulation on the transmittance of the two
beams through the aperture. Even though the phase shifts are
the same, the different focusing of the two beams means that
transmittance as a function of crystal position will differ for the

Figure 74.61
The experimental setup for the one- and two-beam Z-scans. A1, A2: aperture; L1: lens with
focal length of f1 at λ1, f2 at λ2, and f3 at λ3; D1, D2, D3: photon detectors; BS: beam splitter.
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different physical processes. This can be beneficial in distin-
guishing the different effects, in particular, eliminating the
contamination of SPM in the XPM measurements.

Curves (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 74.62 show the effects of self-
phase modulation on the transmittance for the beam at wave-
lengths of 1.053 µm (λ1), 0.527 µm (λ2), and 0.351µm (λ3),
respectively. Since the f number of the system at λ1 and λ2 is
about the same, the Rayleigh range z01 is twice z02. The
distance between peak and valley corresponding to the λ2
optical wave is half that of the λ1 optical wave. Curve (d) shows
the effects of XPM of λ1 on the transmittance of the weak λ2
beam λ λ2 1 2=( ). The asymmetry in the relative decrease or
increase in transmittance is mainly due to the dispersion of the
focusing lens. The focal length is slightly longer for the λ1
optical wave. The irradiance of electric field at 1.053 µm
induces a positive lens for the λ2 wave in the thin sample near
its focus since n21 > 0. With the sample on the −z side of the λ1
focus (Fig. 74.61), the positive lensing effect tends to augment
diffraction; therefore, the aperture transmittance is reduced.
When the sample moves on the +z side of the λ1 focus, the
positive lensing effect tends to collimate the beam and increase
the transmittance through the aperture. The transmittance
reaches a maximum when the sample is located approximately
at the focal point of λ1 (i.e, Fp1 in Fig. 74.61) because the

maximum intensity-dependent phase distortion takes place at
Fp1. Curve (e) shows the effects of XPM of λ2 on the transmit-
tance of a weak λ1 beam, which is opposite to curve (d). The
asymmetry in the relative decrease or increase in transmittance
is similar to curve (d) but the sensitivity is much smaller in this
case. Because the pump beam’s spot diameter is half that of the
probe beam, only the center portion of the probe beam will
experience nonlinear phase distortion.

In the experiment, 2.0-ps, 1-µm laser pulses are generated
from a chirped-pulse-amplification laser system.27 These
3-cm-diam pulses are incident on a 1-cm-thick, type-I KDP
frequency-doubling crystal for cases where n2 at 0.527 µm
and a XPM coefficient between 1.052 µm and 0.527 µm were
measured. These pulses are incident on two 1.6-cm-thick,
type-II KDP crystals to generate TH when n2 at 0.351 µm was
measured. A half-wave plate placed before the doubler tunes
the polarization of the IR to control the amount of SH or TH
wave generated. A BG18 filter after doubler and UG11 filter
after tripler were used respectively to block light at other
wavelengths.28 A 6.8-mm-diam aperture (A1 in Fig. 74.61) is
placed after the crystal to select a small portion of the IR, SH,
or TH waves. The spatial profile of the pulse passing through
the aperture can be regarded as a top-hat pulse. The focal
lengths of the lens after the A1 aperture were determined by a
far-field spot-size scan using a CCD29 camera. The measured
focal lengths are f1 = 76.5±0.5 cm at λ1 = 1.053 µm, f2 =
74.3±0.5 cm at λ2 = 0.527 µm, and f3 = 65.4±0.5 cm at λ3 =
0.351 µm. The resulting beam waists (w01, w02, and w03) were
118 µm, 58 µm, and 34 µm, respectively. The Rayleigh ranges
(z01, z02, and z03) were 4.2 cm, 2.0 cm, and 1.0 cm. For crystals
with small n2, a longer crystal is preferred as long as the
thickness is less than one-third of the corresponding Rayleigh
range. In all cases, the intensity is kept well below the damage
threshold. Samples with different thicknesses and cuts were
used for different wavelengths. The crystals were mounted on
a translation stage. To simplify the experiment analysis, a
7.5-mm-thick KDP sample cut at 90° to the wave-propagation
direction was used for measuring XPM coefficients to avoid
generating additional second- and third-harmonic generation
during the interaction. For other axis orientations, the k-vector
spread due to focusing would allow part of the beam to satisfy
the second- or third-harmonic phase-matching condition. The
transmittance through the aperture would then be due to the
combined effects from refractive index changes, second-, and
third-harmonic generation.

The beam splitter after the aperture (A1 in Fig. 74.61) sends
a small portion of the beam to a PIN diode30 (D1 in Fig. 74.61),
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Figure 74.62
The effect of SPM and XPM on transmitting the beams at different wave-
lengths through the aperture (A2 in Fig. 74.61). In all cases, the nonlinear
phase shift is Φ0 = 0.4. Curves (a), (b), and (c) are the transmittance of the
single-color Z-scan at wavelengths of λ1 = 1053 nm, λ2 = 527 nm, and λ3 =
351 nm. Curve (d) is the transmittance of the two-color (λ1,λ2) Z-scan with
a strong λ1 and weak λ2. Curve (e) is the transmittance of the two-color
(λ1,λ2) Z-scan for a strong λ2 and λ1. z z02  is the position in terms of the
Rayleigh range of the second-harmonic beam.
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which is used to monitor the top-hat IR energy. Part of the probe
beam is reflected by the beam splitter before the analyzing
aperture (A2 in Fig. 74.61) to a PIN diode (D2 in Fig. 74.61)
and gives the open-aperture Z-scan curve. From the open-
aperture scan the nonlinear absorption is measured. The change
of transmission due purely to the nonlinear index of refraction
is determined by dividing the closed-aperture transmittance by
the one without the aperture. This has the advantage of com-
pensating for the energy fluctuations during the experiment.
The linear transmittance of aperture A2, defined as the ratio of
power transmitted through A2 to the total power incident on the
plane of the aperture, is 0.03. The incident IR temporal full
width at half-maximum (τFWHM) was 2.0±0.2 ps as measured
by a single-shot autocorrelator. The SH and TH pulse widths
were calculated to be 1.41 ps and 1.45 ps, respectively, in the
small-signal-gain region. The energy ε of the incident IR pulse
was measured by an energy meter.31 For a Gaussian temporal
profile, the on-axis peak intensity I0 within the sample is
I w t0 0

22 2= π εln FWHM .32

Figure 74.63 shows typical Z-scan results obtained to deter-
mine the SPM and XPM coefficients of KDP crystals. The
parameters for each case are listed in Table 74.II. The peak-to-
valley configuration of all these Z-scans indicates a positive
nonlinearity. The solid line in each of the figures is the least
squares fit to the experiment data using Eq. (3) to determine the
total phase accumulation Φ0. We use a temporal separation
induced in the frequency-doubling crystal (KDP I), τ = 0.73 ps
in Eq. (2) in the case of XPM based on the predicted temporal
walk-off between pulses at different wavelengths.33 The ex-
traordinary IR wave moves 0.73 ps ahead of the extraordinary
SH wave at the exit of the 1-cm, KDP type-I doubler.

The nonlinear coefficient γ2 can then be calculated from
Φ0 12 0= kL Ieffγ . There are several error sources in the mea-
surement: the error in the curve fit, in measuring the crystal
thickness, and in measuring the pulse width and energy that
determine beam intensity. The least squares fit for the experi-
ment data yields an error of 5%. The error for the crystal
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Figure 74.63
Experimental one- and two-beam Z-scans as a function of z z i0 , i = 1,2,3. In all cases, the solid line is fit to determine the peak phase shift Φ0. (a) Single beam,
λ1= 1.053 µm, Φ0 = 2.3; (b) single beam, λ2 = 0.527 µm, Φ0 = 1.8; (c) single beam, λ1 = 0.351 µm, Φ0 = 2.1; and (d) two-color (λ1,λ2 ) beams, Φ0 = 0.51.
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Table 74.II:  The parameters of Z-scans for measuring SPM and XPM in KDP and the resultant phase shift Φ0.

λ (µm) Pulse width (ps) Energy (µJ) Φ0

(a) 1.053 (e) (SPM) 2.0 91±5 2.3±0.1

(b) 0.527 (o) (SPM) 1.41 3.6±0.4 1.8±0.1

(c) 0.351 (o) (SPM) 1.45 2.9±0.4 2.1±0.1

(d) 1.053 (e), 0.527 (e) (XPM)

(pump) (probe)

2.0 (IR)
1.41 (SH)

111±7 (IR)
<0.2 (SH)

0.51±0.04

Table 74.III: Measured values of n2 and γ for KDP at 1.053 µm, 0.527 µm, and 0.351 µm for SPM and cross-phase
coefficients between 0.527 µm and 1.053 µm. Also shown are results of previous work from Refs. 20  
and 21.

n2(10−13 esu) γ (10−16 cm2/W) n2(10−13 esu)
other work

γ (10−16 cm2/W)
other work

1.053 µm (o)

(e)

0.8±0.2
0.88±0.2

2.3±0.5
2.5±0.5

0.7220

0.78,20 1.0±0.321
2.9±0.921

0.527 µm (o) 1.4±0.4
1.3±0.3

4.0±1.0
3.5±0.9

0.351 µm (o)

(e)

2.4±0.7
1.2±0.4

7.0±2.0
3.0±1.0

0.527 (e); 1.053 (e)

(weak; strong)

0.03±0.01 0.10±0.03

0.527 (o); 1.053 (o)

(weak; strong)

0.023±0.007 0.06±0.02

thickness is 1%. The errors for the beam waist coming from the
measurement of focal length and diameter of the aperture are
1.6%. The largest error comes from measuring the IR pulse
width and beam energy. The pulse widths of SH and TH were
calculated based on the measurement of the IR pulse. The
resultant error of the on-axis intensity is 12% for IR, 15% for
SH, and 18% for UV. The nonlinear coefficients of SPM and
XPM with different polarizations were measured, with the
results presented in Table 74.III. Both n2 and γ, which are
related through the index of refraction, are presented. Our
results for the nonlinear coefficient at 1.053-µm wavelength
are in good agreement with the work reported in Refs. 20 and
21, which is shown in the last two columns of Table 74.III. To
our knowledge, the nonlinear SPM coefficients at wavelengths
of 0.527 µm, and 0.351 µm, and the XPM coefficient between
1.053 µm and 0.527 µm, are the first data set reported for KDP.

In the two-color Z-scan, there is a further temporal walk-off
between the two colors with different wavelengths in the KDP
sample. To measure n2(o-o), in which both the probe and the
pump beams are ordinary waves, the optical axis of the sample
KDP (90° cut) is perpendicular to the polarization of IR and SH
pulses. Both the pump and probe beams are o-waves in the
sample, and the pump pulse (IR) moves 0.51 ps ahead of the
probe pulse (SH) after the sample. For measuring n2(e-e), both
the pump (IR) and probe beams (SH) are e-waves in the sample,
and the pump pulse moves 0.59 ps ahead of the probe pulse in
the sample crystal. We include the walk-off effects in the
theoretical fit by dividing the sample into segments and inte-
grating the nonlinear phase experienced in each of the pieces.
In each of the segments, the probe beam will experience a
different nonlinear phase shift, which is due to the different
time delay between the pump and probe; thus, the XPM can be
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well determined. We could improve the sensitivity of our
measurement by putting a predelay crystal34 before or after
the frequency-doubling crystal to compensate for the walk-off
introduced in the measured sample.

In conclusion, a top-hat Z-scan method was used to measure
the phase shift caused by the self- and cross-phase nonlinearity
in KDP crystals. The third-order nonlinear coefficient of KDP
at different polarizations at wavelengths of 1.053 µm, 0.527µm,
and 0.351 µm was obtained. By considering the temporal walk-
off between the pump and probe beams in the crystals, we are
also able to estimate the nonlinear index of refraction due to the
cross-phase modulation.
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The cold processing of optical glasses usually involves rough
grinding, microgrinding, and polishing. In microgrinding,1,2

the resulting brittle-material-removal rate produces a cracked
layer near the glass surface, referred to as subsurface damage
(SSD). [Editor’s note: The acronym for subsurface damage
(SSD) used in this article should not be confused with its more
common use as an acronym for smoothing by spectral disper-
sion.] Of course, the optical quality as well as the strength of
the resulting surface is affected by such subsurface damage, so
there is the need to understand the generation of subsurface
damage as well as its measurement. Preston3 was the first to
observe that the damaged layer usually increases in proportion
to the surface microroughness (SR). Preston measured a pro-
portionality factor of 3 to 4, which seemed to be independent
of the grinding conditions. We emphasize that subsurface
damage is a statistical measure of the ground surface rather
than a reflection of the deepest flaw that might control, say, the
mechanical strength of the surface.

The direct measurement of SSD is tedious; therefore, fast
and reliable techniques to measure subsurface damage are
necessary: The dimple method, which is often used,4,5 relies on
the observation that a sufficiently deep spherical impression
produced on the damaged optical surface must penetrate into
and past the damaged layer. Wafering methods may also be
used. The fact that SSD scales with SR was later confirmed, for
example, by Aleinikov,6 who showed that SSD induced by
lapping of glasses and other brittle ceramics (with hardness
changing 30-fold, fracture toughness 6-fold, and Young’s
modulus 20-fold) was 3.9±0.2 times SR for SiC abrasives (100
to 150 µm). This observation indicates that SSD may be
estimated from SR, whose measurement is significantly sim-
pler and less time consuming. Aleinikov also found that SSD
increased with increasing size of microindentation cracks.
Aleinikov’s correlations between indentation crack length,
subsurface damage, and surface roughness are summarized  in
Fig. 74.64.

Since the Preston3 and Aleinikov6 work showed the scaling
of SSD with SR under loose-abrasive grinding conditions, it is

Micromechanics of Material-Removal Mechanisms from Brittle
Surfaces:  Subsurface Damage and Surface Microroughness

interesting to extend their observations to bound-abrasive
grinding. This issue was more recently examined by Edwards
and Hed,8 who studied the relation of SSD to SR under bound-
diamond-abrasive conditions (53 to 65 µm and 180 to 250 µm
in size). Edwards and Hed found that for the three glasses they
studied (borosilicate crown BK7, zerodur, and fused silica) the
average SSD exceeded the proportionality factor of about 4
found under loose-abrasive conditions: Specifically, they found
that the average SSD was 6.4±1.3 times the peak-to-valley
(p–v) surface roughness (as measured by a profilometer). The
factor of 6.4 was arrived at by dividing SSD by SR for each
glass. On the other hand, this proportionality factor becomes
identical to that of Aleinikov when all three materials tested by
Edwards and Hed are treated together (see Fig. 74.65). Similar
observations have been reported for deterministic microgrinding
of optical glasses with bound-abrasive-diamond tools of smaller
size (2 to 4 µm to 70 to 80 µm) (see Lambropoulos et al.9,10).

In this article, we describe measurements of subsurface
damage and surface roughness resulting from microgrinding
optical glasses with metal-bonded diamond-abrasive ring tools
and present a model for interpreting such data.

Experiments
To study the relation between surface microroughness (SR)

and subsurface damage (SSD) in optical glasses, we selected
eight glasses that are often used in optical design. The glasses
included fused silica (Corning 7940), the borosilicate crown
glass BK7, the crown glass K7, the lanthanum crown glass
LaK9, the PbO containing dense flint glasses (SF7, SF58), the
flint glass F7, the short (kurz) flint glass KzF6, and the dense
tantalum flint glass TaFD5.

1. Glass Mechanical Properties
Glasses, like other brittle materials, are characterized by

their hardness and fracture toughness.11,12 Hardness was de-
termined in air via the usual Vickers indentation method with
loads ranging from 10 gf to 1 kgf. Fracture toughness was also
determined from microindentation, via the model of Evans,13

which, as we had previously shown,9 is in good agreement with
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the measurement of fracture toughness via bulk methods.
Evans13 used dimensional analysis and curve fitting over a
range of c/(D/2) from 1.5 to 7 and proposed

K H D
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f x x x x

x x
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where Kc is fracture toughness, H hardness (Vickers), D
indentation diagonal, E Young’s modulus, and c the half-
crack size. Microindentation of densifying glasses, such as
fused silica, cannot be analyzed in this manner.14–16

In our notation, H denotes hardness, or resistance to plastic,
irreversible deformation, measured by estimating the area of
an indentation impressed under load P. Hardness is defined in
terms of either projected area or actual area of contact.

Specifically, HK denotes Knoop hardness, extracted from
measuring the long diagonal of a rhomboidal pyramid impres-
sion under load P by P/(projected contact area) = (constant)
P/(long diagonal)2, with the (constant) dependent on the
rhomboidal pyramid geometry.

HV denotes Vickers indentation, extracted from measuring
the average diagonal of a square pyramid impression under
load P by P/(actual contact area) = (constant) P/(average
diagonal)2, with the (constant) dependent on the square pyra-
mid geometry.

For the same measured diagonal, Knoop indentations pen-
etrate about half as much into the surface as Vickers indenta-
tions; thus, HK more closely measures near-surface hardness.
Generally, Knoop hardness HK increases with Vickers hard-
ness HV. This correlation has been described in detail by
Lambropoulos et al.9

Figure 74.64
Correlations of indentation crack size,
surface roughness, and subsurface dam-
age under loose-abrasive conditions. Data
are from Aleinikov.6 Equivalents to Rus-
sian glasses can be found in Ref. 7. The
individual brittle materials studied by
Aleinikov are indicated in the work by
Lambropoulos et al.10
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Figure 74.65
Relation of subsurface damage (SSD) to surface roughness (SR), measured in
bound-diamond-abrasive grinding by Edwards and Hed.8 Shown are the
bivariate ellipse (at P = 90%, with aspect ratio of about 3.8) and the
confidence curves at the level of 90% (dashed line). The straight line fit has
a slope of 4.0±0.9 and an intercept of 11±4.
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Figure 74.66
Correlation of the measured indentation crack length c (tip-to-tip surface
trace length is 2c) with applied load P shows essentially a constant value of
the ratio P/c3/2.

Figure 74.66 shows the measured values of P/c3/2 versus the
applied load P for some of our tested glasses, indicating that
this ratio is essentially constant over the indenting loads used.
Table 74.IV shows the glass thermomechanical properties.
Data for density ρ, glass transition temperature Tg, coefficient
of thermal expansion α, Young’s modulus E, and Poisson ratio
ν are from manufacturers’ catalogs. Knoop hardness HK and
Vickers hardness HV are at 1.96 N. Kc for fused silica was taken
from the Corning catalog. HV and Kc data of LaK9 were
estimated from that of neighboring glasses LaK10, LaK11.9,17

Table 74.IV:  Thermomechanical properties of optical glasses.

Glass
ρ

g/cm3

Tg

°C

α

10−6° C−1

E

GPa

ν HK

GPa

HV

GPa

Kc

MPa 

FS-C7940 2.20 1,090 0.52 73 0.17 5.6 8.5 0.75

SF58 5.51 422 9.0 52 0.26 2.7 3.5 0.46

SF7 3.80 448 7.9 56 0.23 3.4 5.3 0.67

BK7 2.51 559 7.1 81 0.21 5.1 7.2 0.82

K7 2.53 513 8.4 69 0.21 4.6 6.2 0.95

KzF6 2.54 444 5.5 52 0.21 3.7 5.5 1.03

LaK9 3.51 650 6.3 110 0.29 5.7 (5.5) (0.95)

TaFD5 4.92 670 7.9 126 0.30 7.3 10.0 1.54

m

Data in Table 74.IV other than Vickers hardness have been
reported previously.10

2. Deterministic Microgrinding Experiments
The surface-grinding experiments were done on a determin-

istic microgrinding platform, where infeed rate is imposed,
thus resulting in surfaces of minimal figure errors, superior
finish, and minimal damage. Imposing infeed rate leads to
precise knowledge of the amount of removed material when
microgrinding optical glasses. In the platform used, both the
tool and work axis spin. The variable angle between these axes
of rotation can be used to produce spherical surfaces of variable
radius of curvature (from 5 mm to planar surfaces).
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Pollicove and Moore have described progress in fabrication
of precision optical components via deterministic microgrinding
with rigid, computer-controlled machining centers and high-
speed tool spindles.18,19 Deterministic microgrinding has been
used to manufacture convex and concave spherical surfaces, as
well as aspheres. Specular surfaces, resulting after less than
5 min of deterministic microgrinding, have typical rms
microroughness of less than 20 nm, 1 µm of subsurface
damage, and a surface figure better than 1/2 wave peak-to-
valley. Typical infeed rates are 5 to 10 µm/min with 2- to 4-µm
bound-abrasive-diamond tools.

Three metal-bonded diamond-abrasive ring tools were se-
quentially used on each surface (aqueous coolant Loh K-40,
relative speed of work and tool of about 30 m/s): 70 to 80 µm,
10 to 20 µm, and 2 to 4 µm at infeed rates of 1 mm/min, 50 µm/
min, and 5 µm/min, respectively. Three cuts were done with
each tool, all at a tool speed of about 30 m/s (tool rotation of
11,250 rpm, work rotation of 150 rpm).

After each cut, the surface roughness (SR) at three locations
on the optical surface was measured using the Zygo New View
100 white-light interferometer (20× Mirau), a 3-D imaging
surface structure analyzer. It uses coherence-scanning white-
light interferometry for noncontact imaging and measurement
of surface microstructure and topography. One portion of a

light beam reflects from a test surface and the other portion
from an internal high-quality reference surface. Both portions
are then directed onto a solid-state camera with 320 × 240
pixels. Interference between the two light-wave fronts results
in an image of light and dark interference fringes, indicating
the surface structure of the test part. The test part is scanned by
vertically moving the objective with a piezoelectric transducer.
As the objective scans, a video system captures intensities at
each camera pixel. Lateral resolution is determined by the
microscope objective field of view and the number of pixels
and is ultimately limited by the wavelength of the light source.
With a 20× objective, the field of view is 0.35 × 0.26 mm2.

Subsurface damage (SSD) was measured with the dimple
method,4,5 in which a steel ball is gently ground with fine
diamond paste (0.25 µm) onto the optical surface, thus pen-
etrating into and past the SSD zone. Optical measurement of
the image reveals an outer ring of SSD surrounding an inner
circle of damage-free surface. Measurement of the ring radii
and knowledge of the steel sphere radius lead to the extraction
of the SSD. Three dimples were done for each cut for the 2- to
4- and 10- to 20-µm tools. Because of the time required to
produce dimples into and past the SSD of the surfaces ground
with the 70 to 80 abrasives, no SSD measurements were done
on these surfaces. Figures 74.67 and 74.68 summarize the
roughness and subsurface damage measurements.

Figure 74.67
Summary of the measurements of peak-to-valley and rms surface roughness
(SR) resulting from all three grinding tools used. Surface roughness was
measured via the New View white-light interferometer, and subsurface
damage (SSD) via the dimple method.

Figure 74.68
Summary of measurements for the rms surface roughness (SR) (white-light
interferometry) and subsurface damage (SSD) (dimple method) for the
deterministically microground surfaces with the 2- to 4-µm and 10- to 20-µm
abrasives. A straight line correlation of all data has a slope of 5.5±0.9 and
R2 = 0.73.
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Model for Ratio of Subsurface Damage to
Surface Roughness

When a sharp indenter transmits normal load P into a brittle
surface, the resulting indentation diagonal D is determined by
the force P, the material hardness, and the sharpness of the
indenting surface:

H
P

D
= 2

2
sinψ

(2)

with hardness defined via contact area between the indenter
and the material (Fig. 74.69). Indentation mechanics can be
simplified by considering the displaced material as occupying
the volume of an equivalent half-sphere of radius a. Equating
the volume displaced under the actual indenter (diagonal D)
with that of the equivalent half-sphere volume 2πa3/3, we find

a

D
= 





( ) = ( )3

24 2
0 304

1 3
1 3 1 3

π
ψ ψcot . cot . (3)

Indentation induces a larger zone of plastically deformed
material, approximately hemispherical with radius b. Length
scales a (radius of indented half-sphere) and b (plastic zone
size) can be correlated via the Hill model of the expanding
cavity in a perfectly plastic material, discussed by Chiang
et al.20 This relation is further simplified to20,21

G4598
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Figure 74.69
Schematic of sharp indentation shows indentation diagonal D, plastic zone
size b, lateral and radial crack lengths cL and cR. Volume displaced by the
indenter is equivalent to half-sphere of radius a.

b
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E

H

m
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 , (4)

where m is a dimensionless constant in the range m = 1/3 to
1/2. The more traditional approach in the fracture literature
uses m = 1/2.22–24 More recent data analysis suggests that
m = 1/3 may be more appropriate.25

When the load P exceeds some threshold value, surface
cracks appear.21 The length cR of radial cracks emanating from
the indentation is related to fracture toughness Kc and load P
by22–25

K
H

P

c
c K

m

R
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−
α ψE 1

2 3
3 2cot . (5)

αK is a dimensionless number, found from indentation data of
Fig. 74.66 for the three glasses TaFD5 (high fracture toughness
Kc), BK7 (intermediate Kc), and SF58 (low Kc). We fitted
Eq. (5) to the measured fracture toughness Kc for m = 1/2 and
m = 1/3, and found

α K m m( ) = + −



0 027 0 090

1

3
. . . (6)

Fracture mechanics analysis of microindentation shows
that the residual stress field is tensile at the boundary of the
elastic and plastic zones at the symmetry axis of the indenta-
tion, where any lateral cracking is expected to originate.21,26

As lateral cracks remove material from the surface, we assume
that the resulting SR is equal to the plastic zone depth b,
following Buijs and Korpel–Van Houten.27,28 Other assump-
tions may also be made, as by Lambropoulos et al.29 Such
assumptions have been compared and discussed by
Lambropoulos.30 We also assume that the depth SSD of the
subsurface damage zone is equal to the depth of the radial
cracks cR; thus, the ratio of SSD to SR is

SSD

SR

E= = 
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Indenting load P naturally scales with the material length
scale K Hc

4 3 , as has been observed previously by Lawn,31,32

Chiang et al.,21 and Marshall et al.26 The dependence of the
ratio SSD/SR on the actual load P is rather weak (power of
1/6), which explains the experimental fact that over a wide
range of abrasives, speeds, and pressures used there seems to
be a constant ratio of SSD to SR (for example, Refs. 6
and 8).

Figure 74.70 shows the dependence of the SSD/SR on
load P and sharpness angle ψ. For sharp abrasives (ψ → 0), the
ratio SSD/SR → ∞, whereas for flat abrasives ψ π→( )2 ,
SSD/SR → 0. Figure 74.71 shows that by using typical mate-
rial properties for optical glasses, intermediate values of ψ (20°
to 80°), and typical indenting loads from 0.1 to 10 N, the ratio

Figure 74.70
Ratio SSD/SR versus sharpness angle ψ for properties corresponding to
glasses TaFD5 (hard, tough) and SF58 (soft, brittle). Indenting forces 0.1 or
10 N; factor m = 0.40.
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Figure 74.71
Ratio SSD/SR versus sharpness angle ψ and load P for typical optical glass
(BK7). Factor m = 0.40.

Figure 74.72
Measured ratio of subsurface damage (dimple method) to rms surface
roughness (interferometry) versus the material-dependent load K Hc

4 3  for
the surfaces ground with the 10- to 20-µm metal-bonded diamond-abrasive
tools. Hardness is HV at 1.96 N. Datum for LaK9 is in parentheses since its
Kc and HV were estimated from neighboring glasses LaK10 and LaK11.

SSD/SR is in the range 4±2. Our range of indenting loads
includes loads estimated to occur under lapping conditions.
Chauhan et al.33 estimated the maximum transmitted force to
vary from 1.2 to 4.1 N as lapping abrasives ranged in size from
10 to 65 µm.

Guided by the model predictions for the dependence of ratio
SSD/SR on glass mechanical properties, we have plotted in
Fig. 74.72 the measured ratio SSD/SR versus the factor
K Hc

4 3 for grinding with the 10 to 20 abrasives under deter-
ministic micro-grinding conditions (data from Fig. 74.68).
Plotted in this manner, the experimental data show a depen-
dence on K Hc

4 3   like a power of −0.15±0.08, which is in
general agreement with the model predictions of a power of −
0.167. Of course, such a comparison is valid only as long as the
force transmitted by the bonded abrasive grains is essentially
constant among the various ground glasses.

The model discussed above also allows us to address the
question: Under what circumstances can the depth of subsur-
face damage actually be less than the surface roughness? Such
a condition would essentially mean that no subsurface damage
would be present in the ground surface, thus resembling a
condition of ductile grinding or polishing. Requiring that ratio
SSD/SR < 1 leads to
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This result reveals that in order to promote more polishing-
like conditions, the right-hand side of the above inequality
must be made as large as possible to accommodate as large as
possible a range of indenting forces P. Noticing that the
dependence on the ratio (E/H) is rather weak (since m is in the
range from 1/3 to 1/2), the polishing-like conditions can be
achieved by a large value of the material-dependent load scale
K Hc

4 3 , or by a large value of the angular factor
sin cotψ ψ( ) ( )3 2 3 . This factor is a monotonically increasing

function of the abrasive sharpness ψ; thus, polishing-like
conditions are promoted by high fracture toughness Kc, low
hardness H, and relatively flat abrasives contacting the manu-
factured optical surface. These effects are in addition to the
chemical effects identified by Cook.34 Notice, however, that
other mechanical effects in polishing have been identified,
both for polishing with traditional methods such as polyure-
thane pads35,36 and for more recent polishing platforms that
take advantage of subaperture material removal under com-
puter–numerically controlled algorithms where the polishing
slurry is a mixture of abrasive particles with a magneto-
rheological fluid, as discussed by Jacobs et al.37 and inter-
preted by Lambropoulos et al.38

Figure 74.67 shows that for those instances where both the
p–v roughness and the subsurface damage (SSD) were mea-
sured, the p–v roughness was an upper bound to the subsurface
damage. For the finer 2- to 4-µm bonded diamond abrasives,
the measured p–v roughness is a good approximation to the
actual SSD. For the intermediate 10- to 20-µm abrasives, the
p–v roughness is a close upper approximation to the SSD. The
reason is that the dimple method reveals a statistical measure
of subsurface damage, without being able to identify the
deepest flaw. On the other hand, the p–v roughness is dictated
by the single deepest flaw detected within the measured area.
Thus, we expect that the p–v roughness would exceed the SSD
measurement by the dimple method, as indeed our measure-
ments indicate. The usefulness of this observation becomes
clear from the fact that, when the subsurface damage from a
very rough ground surface is to be determined, the dimple
method must produce a dimple into and past the damaged zone.
This would be a very time-consuming and labor-intensive task
for deep SSD, while requiring only a few minutes when
subsurface damage is only a few microns in depth.

Conclusions
We have presented a micromechanics model based on the

sharp indentation of a brittle surface to interpret the measured
ratio of subsurface damage (SSD) to surface microroughness
(SR). The measurements were done under deterministic
microgrinding conditions where the imposed infeed rate pro-
duces surfaces with minimal figure error, and optimum surface
roughness and subsurface damage. The glasses ground span a
wide range of optical glasses.

We used 70- to 80-µm, 10- to 20-µm, and 2- to 4-µm
abrasives at infeeds of 1 mm/min, 50 µm/min, and 5 µm/min,
respectively. For the 70- to 80-µm abrasives, the rms SR,
measured with white-light interferometry, ranges from 0.65 to
1.6 µm and the p–v roughness from 12 to 19 µm. For the
10- to 20-µm abrasives, rms SR ranges from 0.25 to 0.55 µm,
p–v from 4 to 10 µm, and the SSD (measured with the dimple
method) from 2.5 to 5.1 µm. For the 2- to 4-µm abrasives, rms
SR ranges from 0.02 to 0.27 µm, p–v from 1.3 to 4.4 µm,
and the SSD (measured with the dimple method) from 0.90 to
2.3 µm.

These measurements support the conclusion that peak-to-
valley surface roughness measured by interferometry provides
an upper bound to the subsurface damage measured via the
dimple method. This observation is useful, and its applicability
should be further explored for a wider range of optical materials
under a large range of manufacturing processing conditions.

The micromechanics model predicts the ratio of SSD/SR in
terms of the load transmitted by the abrasive grain, the sharp-
ness of the abrasive, and the glass mechanical properties
(Young’s modulus E, hardness H, fracture toughness Kc). The
dependence on load is rather weak, in agreement with our
measurements and others. The effect of abrasive sharpness is
more pronounced. In the limit of SSD/SR < 1, i.e., when
polishing-like or ductile grinding conditions prevail, no SSD
can be identified because it is enveloped within the surface
microroughness. Such conditions are promoted for brittle
materials with high fracture toughness and low hardness. Flat
abrasive grains have the same effect.
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The last 20 years have seen a growth of mixed-media systems
in which cholesteric liquid crystals (CLC’s) are one compo-
nent. These include polymer-dispersed CLC’s1 in which the
CLC’s are confined to microdroplets within a continuous
isotropic polymer and CLC’s in gels2 in which there is a small
amount of polymer to stabilize the CLC structure. In either
case, the continuity of the cholesteric texture is interrupted.

CLC’s are characterized by a structure in which the average
direction of molecules in a given plane, indicated by a unit
vector called the director n, rotates about an axis. The continu-
ously rotating director produces a helix. The length through
which the director makes a complete 360° cycle is called the
pitch P of the cholesteric. When the orientation of the helix axis
is normal to the boundary surfaces, the texture produced is
called Grandjean or planar.3 This texture is responsible for the
selective wavelength and polarization reflection unique to
CLC’s.4 The center of the selective reflection wavelength band
is given by

λ0 = n Pn , (1)

where nn =  the average refractive index at a given plane
perpendicular to the helix, calculated5 from the ordinary and
extraordinary cholesteric refractive indices.

The optical characterization of the CLC structure may be
done by several methods. One of the simplest ways to evaluate
the homogeneity of the Grandjean texture is with a polarizing
microscope. A CLC sample aligned to the Grandjean texture is
viewed between crossed polarizers. Dark areas indicate that
the molecules through which the light has passed are either
perfectly aligned with the polarizer or analyzer or isotropically
distributed. In either case, for CLC’s, dark spots and lines
indicate deviations from cholesteric structure that are referred
to as disclinations.6,7 Regions between the disclinations are
called domains, although there is some lack of consensus about
the physical nature of a domain. There is some sense of a
discrete area in which the director orientation is essentially

Cholesteric Liquid Crystal Flakes—A New Form of Domain

constant, although this is usually subjectively determined by
judging areas that appear homogeneous.8,9 The term
monodomain refers to regions that can be characterized by a
single director. When directors characterize domains that are
rather random with respect to each other, the region is consid-
ered polydomain.10

While domain boundaries may exhibit clear-cut disclinations,
domains may not always be separated by a well-defined
surface. Instead, there may be a discontinuity in the director
orientation.11 These discontinuities were first observed by
Grandjean12 and correctly described by Cano13 as being caused
by pitch deformations. The helix stretches or contracts to span
the gap of the cell with an integer multiple of half-pitches.
When the elastic limit is reached, the helix structure either
inserts or removes a half-pitch. Although these discontinuities
are called Cano lines, they do not actually appear as lines but
as borders between regions differing in thickness by one half-
pitch. Between crossed linear polarizers, this manifests as
different retardances and therefore different colors.14,15

Other imaging techniques, including scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
and atomic force microscopy (AFM), have been developed to
image the periodic structure of CLC’s in the planar/Grandjean
texture. For example, a sample of low-molecular-weight (LM)
CLC was frozen between metal sheets, the sheets were forced
apart, and platinum-carbon replicas of the resulting fractured
edges were examined by SEM.16–18 Periodic striations corre-
sponding to the half-pitch suggested that the fracturing oc-
curred along the helix profile. Even disclinations could be
viewed by this technique. Not only replicated samples but also
the frozen CLC’s themselves were examined using SEM.19

Because of LMCLC samples unfreezing or ice building up on
the surfaces, DeGennes20 suggested the use of polymerized
CLC’s for SEM study. This experiment was conducted for the
first time in 199321 to visualize the molecular distribution
around a Cano line. The images showed that there were layers
to the molecular distribution, but no additional quantitative
analysis was done.
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Atomic force microscopy, developed in 1985,22 has been
used to examine Langmuir–Blodgett and transferred freely-
suspended liquid crystal films23 as well as liquid crystal films
on graphite.24 Liquid crystal films have shown some two-
dimensional structure and some cholesteric periodicity but are
often deformed by contact with the cantilever tip.

Cyclic polysiloxane oligomers,25,26 in particular, have been
examined by Bunninget al.27,28 with TEM and AFM. Samples
for these studies were aligned to the Grandjean texture by
shearing between Teflon sheets, cooled to below their glass
transition temperatures, and microtomed, producing samples
free of the effect of underlying support29 substrates. Results
indicate that the cyclic polysiloxanes do show corrugated fresh
surfaces with a periodicity equal to one-half the pitch. From
TEM and AFM results, in conjunction with x-ray diffraction
studies, Bunning et al.30,31 drew further conclusions regarding
the structural morphology. Their proposed structure consists of
interdigitated sidechains, the extent of association being de-
pendent on the composition and temperature. The siloxane
backbones form layers that twist into the helical structure of the
cholesteric with the sidechains aligned along the director n.

Imaging the multiple domains of the CLC’s within mixed-
media systems by the techniques described above is compli-
cated by the production methods of these mixed-media systems.
Methods include (a) emulsification32 of the liquid crystal with
a polymer and (b) phase separation33 of the liquid crystal from
solution with a polymer. The CLC domains are produced at the
same time as the mixed medium itself. As a result, the domains
can be characterized only within the medium. The domains
may be diluted or contaminated by other components of the
mixture.34 Polymer “walls” may affect molecular alignment at
domain boundaries.35

In this article, we describe the production and characteriza-
tion of a new form of CLC’s called flakes, proposed by Faris.36

We examine individual flakes by optical light microscopy,
SEM, and AFM. We will show that flakes maintain many of the
optical properties of the continuous films from which they are
made. The CLC flakes can be embedded into a host to form a
new type of mixed medium in which the flakes provide well-
characterized CLC domains. We will show how the orientation
of these CLC flakes can be evaluated quantitatively using
Bragg’s Law in the form of Fergason’s Equation:37
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where λ0 = the wavelength at the center of the selective
reflection band at normal incidence, λr = the wavelength at the
center of the selective reflection band at oblique incidence,
θi = incidence angle, θr = observation angle in air, and
nch  = the approximate average cholesteric refractive index.

The orientation of CLC flakes can be further understood by
using a function known as turbidity τ. This useful parameter
has been developed38 for nematic droplets dispersed in a
matrix that does not absorb liquid crystal. It characterizes the
extent of scattering as a function of incidence angle and
refractive index mismatch in the anomalous diffraction re-
gime. Turbidity has not yet been investigated for cholesteric
materials, but for nematics has been defined as
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where Tsample(θi) = transmittance of a sample, Tblank(θi) =
transmittance of a blank used to correct for reflection from
the film and substrate, t = thickness of the sample, and nmed =
the refractive index of the embedding medium.

Preparation of CLC Flakes
Two types of cyclic polysiloxanes were used in this study:

(a) noncrosslinkable of the type shown in Fig. 74.73 (adapted
from Ref. 26), obtained from Wacker–Chemie in Munich39

and designated CLC670, which refers to its λ0 in nm and
(b) crosslinkable, designated CC3767 and similar to that of
Fig. 74.73 but with terminal methacryl groups and crosslinked
by UV curing in the presence of a photoinitiator.40 The exact
ratios of chiral to nonchiral side-chains and the amount of
added monomer (to reduce viscosity for ease of workability)
are proprietary to the manufacturer.

In a procedure referred to as “knife-coating,” the noncross-
linkable material is applied onto a silicon wafer,41 which is
heated to 130°C on a hotplate;42 polysiloxane is then melted
onto the substrate surface. A microscope slide placed on edge
and referred to as the “knife” is used to smear the polysiloxane
across the surface. This knife-coating process causes the CLC
to be aligned in the Grandjean texture as observed by reflective
color. The substrate is then quickly removed from the hotplate,
allowing the CLC to be quenched to room temperature, “freez-
ing in” the helical structure of the Grandjean texture. The CLC
films prepared in this way are ~30 µm thick.
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The crosslinked material is prepared by mixing the CLC
with photoinitiator (1.5% by weight), sprinkling in 13-µm-
sized glass fiber spacers,43 and shearing the mixture between
two 3-cm-diam, fused-silica substrates at 100°C. The sand-
wich cell, still at 100°C, is exposed for 2 min to ultraviolet
light of λ = 365 nm and 15 mW/cm2 at 5-cm distance.44 After
curing, the cell is pried open with a razor blade to expose the
cured film.

For either method of preparation, the resulting “open-
faced” film is placed in a Petri dish and covered with liquid
nitrogen. The polymer CLC fractures and lifts slightly and
temporarily off the silicon or glass surface. Methanol is used to
wash the fractured CLC off the substrate.

Imaging Individual Flakes
1. Light Microscope

Viewed under a light microscope, flakes appear to be
irregularly shaped with sharp corners. Figure 74.74 shows a
micrograph of CLC670 flakes between crossed polarizers.45

All samples show similar features. The flakes themselves
appear to have few disclinations or Cano lines, suggesting that
fracturing occurred along disclinations and discontinuities in
the film, consistent with theoretical freeze-fracture models.17

G3878

100 µm

Figure 74.74
Photomicrograph of CLC670 flakes.

2. Scanning Electron Microscope
CC3767 (crosslinked) flakes were sputtered with silver and

examined using scanning electron microscopy.46 Samples like
the one in Fig. 74.75 are seen to have an even more irregular
structure than that which appeared under light microscopy.
Some swelling is apparent at the edges of the flakes, which we
attribute to absorption of the methanol used for the slurry.
Periodic ridges are evident on many of the flakes. The freeze-
fracture process appears to occur along the cholesteric helix
profile, perpendicular to the director. From rough estimation of
the magnitude of the pitch measured physically on the SEM
observation screen, the pitch appears to be 486 nm. Based on
Eq. (1) and prefracture measurements of λ0 (= 712 nm) and
nn (= 1.5812 at 712 nm), the optically calculated pitch for this
sample is 450 nm. The similar magnitude of the numbers
suggests that the observed periodic ridges are, in fact, indica-
tive of pitch. Due to parallax caused by the tilt of the sample and
the SEM sample table, however, measurements from these
photographs are only estimates.
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Figure 74.73
Structure of cyclic polysiloxane used in this study.
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The noncrosslinked flakes were also examined with SEM.
These also showed ridges consistent with half-pitch periodic-
ity. Neither sputtering nor SEM voltage appeared to damage,
melt, or decompose any of the flakes.

3. Atomic Force Microscope
To determine pitch physically and without parallax, a single

CC3767 flake was mounted vertically against a small piece of
glass using epoxy.47 The flake was placed in an atomic force
microscope48 whose tip consisted of a pyramidal crystal of
silicon nitride attached to a cantilever. The edge of the flake
was rastered under this cantilever. Deflections of the canti-
lever by the surface resulted in an image profile of the surface
like the one shown in Fig. 74.76. Our images are consistent
with the microtomed and free-surface AFM images of chol-

esteric polysiloxanes obtained by Meister et al.49 and pro-
vide a third unique view of the cholesteric corrugation due to
pitch periodicity.

Since there is no parallax in this image, the pitch can be
measured directly to be 451 nm. The pitch calculated from
the prefracture optical measurements, listed in the Scanning
Electron Microscope section, is 450 nm. The excellent agree-
ment confirms that the ridges seen in both SEM and AFM
images are those of the cholesteric helix profile exposed by
freeze-fracturing. More importantly, the process of producing
flakes from polymer CLC films maintains the pitch and, as we
will show, the selective wavelength reflection capability of the
original film.

AFM measurements of the noncrosslinkable CLC670 gave
equally good agreement of physically measured and optically
calculated pitch. The remaining tests described below used
only the noncrosslinkable material to avoid the time-consum-
ing process of preparing, curing, and splitting sandwich cells.

Sizing of CLC Flakes
To separate flakes by size, a stack of stainless steel screen

sieves50 is used. Table 74.V lists the mesh sizes and nominal
particle-size ranges when stacked in order of increasing mesh
number. Flakes in methanol slurry are dripped into the sieve
stack, using methanol to wash the flakes through. Each stage is
washed with methanol until the effluent appears visually clear.
Material retained by each sieve is collected by methanol slurry
and allowed to dry by evaporation. For a typical initial charge

Figure 74.75
Scanning electron micrographs of a CLC flake (sample: CC3767). (a) There
is slight swelling at the edges of a flake. (b) At higher magnification, periodic
ridges corresponding to the pitch can be seen.
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Figure 74.76
Atomic force micrograph of a CLC flake edge (sample: CC3767). The pitch
measured from this image is 451 nm.
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of about 5 g of flakes, the sieving process typically requires
about 5 h to completely separate the larger-sized flakes
(>45 µm) into three groups. The “20- to 45-µm” sieve cut
takes an additional 4 h of sieving time. All separated samples
are allowed to dry for 4 days.

To test whether the sieve separation technique was efficient,
each sieve cut (what was trapped in the sieve as well as the final
bottom collection pan) was tested for particle-size distribution
using the Horiba LA-900 Particle Analyzer.51 In this instru-
ment, the particles are suspended in a fluid. For the CLC flakes,
this fluid was methanol. No additional surfactant was used
since initial testing with detergent as a surfactant led to the
formation of bubbles, which interfered with particle detection.
A small-fraction sample container of approximately 50-mL
volume was used. In the small-fraction container, particles
were kept in suspension in the instrument’s light beam using a
magnetic stirrer. The particles scattered and diffracted light
from both a HeNe laser beam and a beam from a halogen lamp.
The latter was equipped with two filters: one to pass 610-nm
light and one to pass 480-nm light. Size distribution was
determined based on an instrument algorithm that calculates
the distribution of spherical particles that would give the same
scattering pattern as the sample particles. The distribution of
the algorithm’s spherical particles is given as a percent fre-
quency F%. The size range detectable by the Horiba LA-900 is
0.04 to 1000µm. Plots are typically Gaussian in shape on a
semilogarithmic scale for a natural distribution of particles.52

For particles that are not uniform in shape, such as the CLC
flakes, the particle analyzer detects the largest dimension,53 so
the median value of such a distribution lies on the high side of
the sieve designation. The measured results are shown in
Table 74.V.

Each size-group of CLC670 is plotted in Fig. 74.77 to show
if the different size-group distributions are well or poorly

separated. The vertical lines indicate the nominal ranges based
on the sieve designations listed in Table 74.V. The medians and
modes are well separated. In general, however, the
“>180-µm” group contains flakes that exceed the Horiba LA-
900 size-detection limits. The “<20-µm” group shows some
agglomeration. Otherwise, each mode falls within the sieve-
size designation. There is overlap among the groups within the
standard deviations for each distribution, so we may expect to
see trends in optical behavior related to size but probably no
optical behavior unique to a particular size-group since each
group contains some flakes whose sizes are common to adja-
cent groups.

Figure 74.77
Effectiveness of sieving for separating size-groups. The vertical lines indi-
cate the nominal size limits of the sieve designations.

Table 74.V:  Sieve designations and measured ranges of CLC670 flakes.

Sieve designation
(mesh size)

Nominal particle-size range (µm)
that should be trapped in sieve

Median and standard deviation of each sieve group of
CLC670 flakes measured by Horiba LA-900 (µm)

80 >180 218±204

170 90–180 124±28

325 45–90 66±26

635 20–45 35±16

Pan <20 24±14
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Orientation of CLC Flakes
Glass disk substrates made from a conveniently available

float glass (nD,20 = 1.533, 25-mm diameter, 1 mm thick) were
weighed; then 1 mL of deionized water was dropped by
graduated pipet onto each substrate to cover it to the edge.
Flakes in methanol slurry were dripped onto the water bead by
a medicine dropper. The flakes oriented themselves with their
largest surface parallel to the meniscus. When the surface was
visually covered with flakes, the underlying fluid was removed
by medicine dropper. Each sample was allowed to dry. At
regular intervals, each sample was weighed until three identi-
cal readings were obtained, indicating that the samples had
completely dried (about 48 h total). After all the optical tests
were completed for a given sample, its thickness was measured
by contact gauge54 in five spots and averaged. The gauge tip
tended to disturb the flakes, so thickness measurements could
not be made until optical testing was completed.

Since the >180-µm and <20-µm sieve groups for CLC670
were of anomalous size, they were excluded from optical
testing so that comparisons of size effects on optical behavior
could be drawn with more certainty by being based on the other
three sieve groups. In addition, the >180-µm flakes, when
oriented by water bead, did not completely cover the substrate.
The <20-µm flakes, when oriented by water bead, tended to
aggregate into visually observable inhomogeneities. There-
fore, even qualitative comparisons involving these extreme
sizes were not feasible.

Selective Reflection
Transmittance profiles of each size-group were determined

by spectrophotometer55 at 0° incidence. The results of three
size-groups are shown in Fig. 74.78. There is a dramatic drop
in overall transmittance with decreasing flake size; however,
each size-group continues to show the selective wavelength
reflection (manifested by a transmittance valley) characteristic
of CLC’s.

In addition, a CLC670 “45- to 90-µm” sample prepared by
water-bead orientation was examined in transmission using
right-hand circular and then left-hand circular incident polar-
ization. Figure 74.79 shows that the CLC flakes continue to
exhibit the selective polarization-handedness reflectivity also
characteristic of CLC’s.

Clearly, we have discrete CLC domains of prealigned
Grandjean texture that continue to exhibit the selective wave-
length and polarization of unfractured CLC films or of CLC
polymer-dispersed or gel systems. These domains, however,

are uncontaminated by any processing steps. The CLC flakes
are also not subject to the alignment deformities that might be
caused by confining walls.

The additional optical tests performed on these CLC flake
samples will allow us to make comparisons by flake-size of
orientation quality. In particular, we will look at the angle
dependence of both the selective reflection wavelength and the
scattering, considering CLC flakes as distributions of discrete
cholesteric domains.
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Transmittance profiles of three sieve groups.
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Angle Dependence of Selective Wavelength
Three to four samples from each size-group were prepared

and examined in transmission at seven incidence angles
(0°–60°). The center of the selective wavelength band was
estimated by visual integration and recorded as λr-meas. The
wavelength at 0° was recorded as λ0. Equation (1) was used to
calculate λr-theo. When measuring in transmission, the im-
plicit assumption is θ θi r= . The value of nch  is 1.6, based on
Abbe refractometer56 measurements of the unfractured CLC
films by a technique determined earlier for nematic liquid
crystal polymers.57 Figure 74.80 shows how well the average
selective-reflection-wavelength measurements from each size-
group agree with the calculated theoretical values.
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Figure 74.80
Angle dependence of selective wavelength reflection as a function of
flake size.

The 45- to 90-µm flakes show better agreement with Bragg’s
Law in the form of Fergason’s Equation than do the other two
size-groups. We attribute this to a better orientation of the
medium-sized flakes on the substrate. Their aspect ratio is
large enough that the largest dimension is perpendicular to the
thickness, so, during the water-bead orientation, the helix axis
can align perpendicular to the substrate.

Scattering
We will interpret “scattering” here to refer to any redirection

of light from its original path of propagation. As such, use of
turbidity as a measure of scattering simply compares transmit-

tance of samples, where lower transmittance corresponds to
greater scattering. This section will show that the primary
source of scattering by CLC flakes is the misalignment of the
helix axes of individual flakes with respect to the substrate.

The same CLC670 samples prepared for angle-dependent
wavelength studies were used for turbidity calculations. Tur-
bidity was measured with a horizontal-pass HN32 Polaroid
polarizing film58 in the spectrophotometer as part of the
background correction protocol. As incident angle was in-
creased, the incident polarization remained P-polarized. The
wavelength chosen for turbidity measurements needed to be
well outside the selective reflection region, outside the region
of substrate or CLC absorptivity, and part of a normal transmis-
sion scan that would not involve lamp, detector, or other
voltage-dependent instrument changes; therefore, the chosen
measurement wavelength was 900 nm.

The %T of a “blank” sample, i.e., a sample with everything
but the liquid crystal, as well as the %T of the sample with
liquid crystal were recorded at the same incident angle. Turbid-
ity was calculated for all samples using Eq. (3) and averaged
within each size-group at each incidence angle. Figure 74.81
shows the turbidity ranges of multiple samples of each group
as well as for an unfractured continuous film. For each sieved
size-group, the turbidity increases as the incident angle in-
creases. The smaller the flakes, the higher the turbidity per
unit thickness.

Figure 74.81
Turbidity ranges of multiple samples of each sieve group of CLC670 flakes.
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As we saw in Fig. 74.78, transmission scans of flake
samples of decreasing median size grow gradually wider and
flatter with overall lower-percent transmittance. Due to their
small aspect ratio, smaller flakes are not necessarily aligned
with their helix axes perpendicular to the substrate. There will,
then, be many angles of incidence and reflection for which
some wavelength of a spectral scan will meet the Bragg/
Fergason criterion of Eq. (2). Selective reflection may be
expected to occur fairly uniformly across the spectrum as the
variety of CLC flake orientations increases. As flake sizes get
smaller, more flakes are required to cover the same sample
area, resulting in this increase in orientation possibilities.
Consequently, the turbidity increases as the disorder of the
smaller flakes redirects more light out of the original propaga-
tion direction.

The flakes are still not small enough to be of the size of
the measurement wavelength so we are examining the scatter-
ing geometrically. In anticipation of eventually being able to
make CLC flakes as small as the domains of the other more
common mixed-media systems,59 the use of turbidity as a
measure of scattering is used in this study even though it was
developed originally for the so-called anomalous diffraction
regime60,61 in which the wavelength is only slightly smaller
than the scatterers.

In analogy with mixed-media systems that employ index
match or index mismatch to control scattering, the CLC flake
samples were overcoated with one of two transparent hosts:
(a) a silicone elastomer designated SE2061,62 which has an
~0.2 index difference, Dn, from the average cholesteric index
of CLC670 or (b) a transparent enamel filtered63 from a
commercially available paint64 with a <0.04 index difference,
Dn, from CLC670. In the overcoating process, 1 mL of host in
a graduated medicine dropper was added dropwise to the
center of the flake sample. Each host flowed uniformly and in
its own time to the edge of the sample substrate. The overcoated
flake samples were measured in the same way as the others, and
turbidity was calculated for seven incident angles.

The turbidities of an uncoated sample, a sample overcoated
with the moderate index match (SE2061), and a sample
overcoated with the close index match (Testor’s Enamel) are
plotted for each size-group in Figs. 74.82(a), 74.82(b), and
74.82(c). In every case, overcoating with a host reduces the
turbidity of the flake samples. There appears to be less of a
difference between a moderate and a good index match than
between a coated and an uncoated sample regarding turbidity
of the larger flakes. In addition, the overcoated flakes show a

Figure 74.82
Comparison of turbidities of each flake size-group as a function of index
match and incident angle. Each legend indicates the index mismatch of the
flakes and host: 0.6 is air, 0.2 is SE2061, and <0.04 is enamel. The flake size-
groups shown are (a) 90 to 180 µm, (b) 45 to 90 µm, and (c) 20 to 45 µm.

narrower selective reflection band than uncoated flakes,65

suggesting that the overcoating process improves the orienta-
tion of the flakes. This may explain why there was only a slight
difference in turbidity between moderately and nearly index-
matched CLC flakes: It is not the index match but rather
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the flowing action of the hosts that reorients the flakes and
reduces scattering.

Applications of Results
CLC flakes as part of a mixed medium can provide three

main venues of use: decorative arts, document security, and
models of other mixed-media systems. In the realm of decora-
tive arts, we have shown elsewhere66 that CLC flakes, with or
without a host, can be successfully modeled and measured by
standard colorimetric methods. As such, CLC flakes in a
suitable host, such as the enamel used in this study, provide
versatile paints and inks, which we have applied by brush,
airbrush, and fountain pen to surfaces including paper, cloth,
metal, and glass.

CLC flakes may also be considered for use in document
security. Polymerized CLC films have been suggested for this
purpose as overlays.67 CLC flakes can be embedded into paper
currency, for example, avoiding the problem caused by thin,
brittle films. The use of CLC’s allows angle-dependent color
suitable for first-line identification. The unique polarized-
reflection capability of CLC flakes provides a further deterrent
to counterfeit reproduction.

Finally, CLC flakes are discrete cholesteric domains, which
exhibit none of the limitations of polymer-dispersed and gel
systems such as boundary deformations, high-voltage require-
ments, or domain contamination. With narrower sieve cuts to
provide better flake-size uniformity, CLC flakes can provide
an excellent physical model of the other mixed-media systems
in which the domain is not so clearly characterized. Some work
must be done to reduce CLC flake sizes for even closer
modeling capability. Toward this end, small quantities of CLC
flakes that are only 7 µm thick have been prepared.68

Conclusions
We have shown that CLC polysiloxane oligomer films can

be fractured into smaller domains called flakes. These CLC
flakes can be separated by size and oriented using flotation on
an aqueous meniscus. CLC flakes maintain the wavelength
and polarization selectivity of the original film. The CLC
flakes can also be embedded into an isotropic polymer as a new
kind of mixed medium in which the cholesteric domain struc-
ture is not contaminated, diluted, voltage dependent, or de-
formed. As work with this new mixed medium continues, we
anticipate that narrower sieve cuts and smaller flakes will allow
better use of CLC flakes as models for polymer-dispersed and
gel CLC systems.
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